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Graduates: be proud of education

Tax reform will pass, but extent
of changes said to be unknown
WASHINGTON (AP) — Democratic and Republican leaders
predict Congress will pass a tax reform bill this year, but other'
observers say Americans shouldn't count their tax savings yet.
Some officials said Sunday the tax overhaul measure endorsed
by a Senate committee last week could boost revenues, at least
the first year.
Treasury Secretary James Baker said the administration
believes the Senate "bill is revenue neutral over the entire budget
period" — meaning it would neither increase nor decrease
revenues — although "the effect will be an increase in the first
year."
President Reagan, who on Saturday endorsed the Senate version of the bill, has vowed to veto any tax increase, so backers of
the bill have taken pains to describe it as revenue neutral.

In the 8-hour work day
Federal taxes 1 hour 43 minutes
State/local
taxes 55 minutes
Housing 1 hour 34 minutes
Food 59 minutes

Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan., said, "We
are all against tax increase.
But you can't tell precisely
over a five-year period
(whether) it's revenue
neutral. Some years, you
might have a little bulge, a little surplus. Over the period
it's neutral."
Dole and Baker, appearing
on NBC's "Meet the Press,"
echoed Reagan's enthusiasm
for the Senate-arersion.

Medical care
35 minutes
Mother
Clothing
21 minute*
51 minutes
Recreation 20 minutes

Tninpodation
42 minutes

A House-Senate conference
committee would work out
the differences between a
House bill passed last
December and one that was
unanimously endorsed last
week by the Senate Finance
Committee and is expected to
pass the full Senate.

Both bills would reduce tax
rates for most Americans
while eliminating most tax
Chicago Tdbune Graphic,
shelters and raising business
Source. Tax Foundation
taxes.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-Ill., the main author of the House
tax reform measure, said reaching agreement with the Senate
won't be easy.
But, "There is an agreement among members that tax reform
is going to pass, and that people will be investing their dollars
based on good business practices as opposed to hiding them from
the government," Rostenkowski said on ABC's "This Week with
David Brinkley."
The No. 2 official at the Treasury Department, Richard Darman, predicted that the Senate bill could boost government
revenues by stimulating economic growth.
Details of the House and Senate bills are so different, however,
that the tax burden of an average middle-income family could
vary by hundreds of dollars.

Elsewhere...
By The AssecioSed Ihreas

DAMASCUS, Syria — Syria retaliated against Britain's
weekend expulsion of three envoys in connection with a terrorist
bombing inquiry by ordering three British diplomats out of the
country within a week.
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State George Shultz claims
Congress is risking "a national tragedy" by contemplating a plan
to cut the State Department's budget request by 20 percent.
WASHINGTON — The General Accounting Office is detailing
to a House panel its recommendation that the Justice Department investigate former White House aide Michael Deaver for
possible conflict-of-interest law violations, an official at the congressional watchdog agency says.
HAMPSTEAD, N.C. — Firefighters expected to gain the upper
hand today over a stubborn week-long blaze that has destroyed
70,000 acres after they burned land in its path and left it nowhere
to go.
LONDON — Libya today announced it was expelling 36
diplomats representing seven West European countries in
retaliation for what the state-run radio called "oppressive
measures."
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MISS
YOUR PAPIR?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of ?Ito Murray Lodger It
Timm by 5:30 p.m. MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday,.
are urged to call 733-1416 bet-.
elsen 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p:m. sod 4 p.m. caturdays. Otfica Hours — S a.m.-3
p.m. Monday thria Friday. II
a.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Tonight, partly cloudy with
a low around 60. Light south
wind. Tuesday, partly sunny.
High in the mid 80s South
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Wednesday through Friday
calls for warm and humid
weather with a chance of
thundershowers on Thursday
and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.3
359 3
Barkley Lake

25 CENTS

Degrees conferred at Murray State

—News In Brief

Tax bite

MONDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 12, 1986

Graduates at Murray State
University in the 63rd annual
spring cOmmencement exercises on Saturday were urged to
be proud of the education they
have received and use it responsibly to achieve their dreams
and goals.
Offering that advice were two
of their own, Andy Logan of
Madisonville and Susanne
Ewbank of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., the 1986 Outstanding Senior
Man and Woman, before
degrees were conferred on 1,461
from the 1985, summer, midyear and spring classes.
•
Logan, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William A. Logan, asked his audience to join him in a look at the
year 2011, the 25th anniversary
of the class of 1986.
"We probably don't realize
that when we're back for that
25th homecoming in 2011, society will have made judgments
about, us according to how we
have made use of the education
we received," he said. "But they
will not only be judgments
about ourselves, but also aboii
Murray State."
He told his peers .the importance of contributing to the
university's reputation through
their achievements becomes
clear by taking a futuristic
perspective.
"...when some of our sons and
daughters are sitting in the
chairs you are in now, the importance of keeping Murray.
State as a university known for
the achievements of its
graduates is more evident...our
accomplishments will pave the
way for the accomplishments of
future generations, both for the
class of 2011 and beyond."
Miss Ewbank, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Wayne Ewbank. told
her classmates their Murray
State education makes them
competitive with students from
any other institution of higher
education.
"Be proud that it the degree
is from Murray State," she urged, noting that its attainment is
a step, along with hard work and
6elief in self, in realizing
dreams and goals.
"We have the power to deb
whatever necessary to make our
dreams come true if we are willing to work hard enough to make
them happen," she said.
She reminded the graduating
class that "people are what
make Murray State
special...friendships don't have
(Cont'd on page 2)

1986 C..LThd1ng Senior Man Andy Logan of Madisonville (at podium) challenged his classmates to use
their education responsibly at the 63rd annual spring commencement at Murray State University on
Saturday, May 10. 1988 Outstanding Senior Woman Susanne Ewbank of Cape Girardeau. Mo.. (seated,
at left) also spoke to the graduates, urging them to be proud of their education from Murray State. Both
Logan and Miss Ewbank were Presidential Scholars at Murray State and earned summa cum laude
honors in the graduating class.
msi photo.. b, Karr,

The second Regents Awards for Teaching Excellence were presented at the 63rd annual spring commencement at Murray State University Saturday, May 10. William Beasley (at podium) of Paducah,
chairman of the board of regents, recognized the six recipients and presented each of them with a $1,000
cash award. A teacher was honored from each of the six colleges on campus. Shown (standing from
left) are: Dr. Harold E. Eversmeyer. professor of biology, College of Science; Dr. Eugene M. Schan
beater, professor of industrial education and technology, College of Industry and Technology; Dr.
Charlotte L. Beahan, associate professor of history. College of Humanisitic Studies; Dr. James AV
Biggs, associate professor of speech communication and theatre, College of Fine Arts and Communication; Dr. James H. Frank, professor of health, physical education and recreation. College of Education
and Philip Tibbs, professor of accounting, College of Business and Public Affairs. Seated at right is
Murray State Unisersity President Kale M. Stroup.

Fallout in the U.S.;
Oregon milk tested
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP) —
water measurement was 540
Radioactivity in Washington
picocuries Friday.
and Oregon air and rainwater
A ban on drinking the water
samples has decreased, but
would be imposed if the level
authorities say they will conreached 10.000 picocuries per
tinue monitoring because "it's
liter. Kneeland said.
too early to say the worst is
"It's a good sign. I guess, but
past."
it's too carry to say the worst is
And while health officials said
past," he said Sunday. "RadiaSunday that Oregon milk contion outfall has been somewhat
tained traces of radiation for the
patchy in the past so we're going
first time since the Soviet
to keep monitoring until things
nuclear power plant accident,
get back to normal."
they said there was no cause for
Kneeland said normal
concern.
'background radiation in
An air sample taken Sunday at
Washington air is .06 picocuries.
Olympia showed .418 picocuries
He said he had no comparable
of radiation per cubic liter, down
figure for radiation in
from Saturday's .7 picocuries,
rainwater.
said Jim Kneeland. Gov. Booth
Samples of milk in Richland.
Gardner's press secretary. The
taken by Battelle Northwest
measurement was .113 Friday
Laboratories. showed 7
and .07 on Thursday.
picocuries of iodine-131. said
The threshhold for precauGeorge Toombs. supervisor of
tionary action is 10 picocuries.
Oregon's radiation surveillance
Kneeland said. A picocurie is a
program.
trillionth of a curie, a unit used
Minimum acceptable levels of
to measure radioactivity. radiation in milk are 15.000
A rainwater sample.taken in
picocuries per liter of iodine.131
Seattle showed 1,400 picocuries
and 240.000 picocuries per liter
. of radiation per liter from
of cesium. Toombs said.
ioclin-131, down from Saturday's 2,400 picocuries The rain(Conn,on page 21
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! Challenger
opposition
results in
employees'
transfers
WASHINGTON
— The
chairman of a presidential coin:
mission investigating the space
shuttle disaster said he was
shocked that two rocket company whistleblowers were
"obviously" punished after
testifying they had tried to stop
the launch.
Early this month, Allen
McDonald and Roger Boisjoly.
both Morton Thiokol engineers.
told the commission they had
been transferred to new jobs
after telling the `‘commission
they had opposed the Jan 25
Challenger launch.
The commission, headed by
William P. Rogers. on Saturday
released a transcript of the closed May 2 hearing

Chicago Tribuna Graphic Source
Nuclear Regulatory COntrnisSion

The transcript also indicated
that there had been objections to
the design of the shuttle booster
!Nickels as early as 1971 — 10
years before the first flight
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Boy Scout Museum visitors to get different type of greeting

1Flity-four original oil paintings by the late Norman Rockwell are
a part of the collection of the National Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America. They will be on exhibit when the new museum on the
campus of Murray State University opens its doors for a preview
season Saturday. May 24.

Weekend accidents
fatally injure three
•

Thruk
one a Calloway Courity
igh
graduate — were fatally injured
in separate traffic accidents
during the past weekend, according to Kentucky State Police.
The victims were identified by
KSP officials as:
— Michael Steve Birdsong, 27.
Benton, formerly of Almo. who
was fatally injured in a two-car
accident on 1-24 near Calvert City Saturday night;
— Guy Nicky Moore, 28.
Barlow. who was struck by a car
on the Rice Springs Road in McCracken County west of
Paducah early Saturday morning, and:
— Helen J. Reed. 35, Paducah,
who was involved in a two-car
collision in the Land Between
the Lakes Sunday afternoon.
State police said Birdsong was
driving west on 1-24 about two
miles west of Calvert City when
his vehicle was alledgedly
struck in the rear by another
westbound vehicle driven by
Michael Wyatt. 37, of Paducah.
The report from investigating
officer Gary Coburn said the
Wyatt car was "apparently
traveling at an excessive rate of
speed" when it struck the Birdsong car. The impact caused
Birdsong's vehicle to leave the
roadway and overturn. Coburn
said.
Wyatt was charged with DUI
and taken to Marshall County
jail where he was later released.
State police said other charges
were pending in connection with
the accident
Birdsong graduated from
Calloway County High School in
1976 See obituary on page 14.
State police said Moore was
fatally injured when he was
struck while "apparently lying
in the southbound lane of the
Rice Springs Road. about 71.
2
miles west of Paducah.
Moore was alledgedly hit by a
car driven by Jessica
Shaughnessy. 22. Kevil. who
"failed to seem him and ran

Oregon milk...
(font'd from page 1)
In Oregon as well as
Washington, the levels of radiation were still well below the
level that would cause concern,
decreasing from 392 picocuries
per liter of rainwater Saturday
to 90 picocuries Sunday.
Friday's peak of 5.250
picocuries per liter was the
highest level detected in the
United States since a nuclear
reactor at Chernobyl in the
Soviet Ukraine exploded and
caught fire two weeks ago.
.Radioactive isotopes in
Portland air samples were also
at reduced leirels on Sunday
compared with Saturday, officials said. They decreased
from .305 picocuries per cubic
meter Saturday to .055
picocuries Sunday.
But Oregon milk contained

isitot s to the National
Museum of the Boy Scouts of
America BSA when it opens its
doors again on Saturday. May
24, should be prepared for a different type of greeting — and
museum experience.
A life-sized talking robot named Murray will bid them
welcome, tell some jokes, even
sing a little. His antics set the
stage for a tour of exhibits.
theaters and games that involve
visitors as participants instead
of merely as passive observers.
A ceremony to begin at 12:15
p.m. will culminate with a 1 p.m.
ribbon-cutting to signal the
beginning of the preview season
for the museum on the campus
of Murray State University.
Visitation for an admission fee is
scheduled from 1 to 8 p.m.
The museum will then be open
daily from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
through September when it will
beiclosed to complete renovation
of the 50,000-square -foot
building. A national dedication
is planned in May 1987 when the
museum opens permanently.
Darwin Kelsey, museum
director, said the thematic exhibits are designed to appeal to
youth and adults, non-Scouts
and Scouts alike, and to communicate both the adventure
and the character-shaping
values of Scouting.
"Visitors will quickly discover
that they are not in a traditional
museum," he explained.
"Instead of walking up and
down looking at rows and rows

of memorabilia in glass cases,
they will find themselves involved in the action — really doing
things."
Besides the robot host, other
exhibit attractions include an
outdoor obstacle course, a cir
cular theater that surrounds
viewers with drama and action,
a time tunnel that leads back to
the early 20th century and the
founding of the BSA, meetings
with fun-loving and mischievous
boys from the early 1900s and
with lifelike animated
characters of the funders of
Scouting, an electronic billboard
of colorful maps and animated
graphics, games to test Scouting
skills and problem-solving
abilities, and theaters where
visitors make decisions which
affect the outcome of the stories.
Easily the most famous of
30,000 items in the $7 million
BSA museum collection are 54
original oil paintings by
American artist Norman
Rockwell. His work between
1925 and 1976 "Captured the
ideals and actions of Scouting
better than any other artist," according to Kelsey.
Other museum features include a large collection of the illustrated writings of Lord
Baden-Powell, who founded the
Scout movement in 1907 in
England, one of the world's
finest compass collections, and
memorabilia tracing the 76-year
history of the Boy Scouts of
America.
Known as the Johnston

Historical Museum, tile
museum,along with the national
BSA headquarters, was formerly located in North Brunswick,
N.J. When the headquarters was
relocated in Irving, Texas, a
suburb of Dallas, in 1979, the
museum was closed and a
search begun for a new site. The
museum collection has been in
storage for about seven years.
When the new museum is completed, it will be three times the
size of the old New Jersey
museum.
Murray State, a university of
some 7,500 students, submitted a
proposal and was selected as the
museum site over such locations
as Baltimore, Detroit and
Philadelphia. The university
provided a building which had
formerly served as the
laboratory school and the student center, and a citizens group
raised more than $2.5 million for
its renovation and exhibit
construction.
Approximately $4 million has
been committed from a number
of sources to date to support the
museum project. Kelsey said
another $2 million is being
sought to add to exhibits and to
an existing $1 million
endowment.
"The museum really is
something new under the sun,"
Kelsey said. "It is a unique
working partnership between
one of the largest, most successful youth agencies in
history, the Boy Scouts of
America, and an institution of

higher education, Murray State
University."
Another aspect of the museum
cited by Kelsey is its value in the
study and research of the
Scouting movement since it was
founded in the United States in
1910.
"No organization or social
movement of comparable influence in America or the world
has received as little academic
study as Scouting," he noted.
"This museum is designed to
sponsor serious scholarship on
the origins and impact of
Scouting in the United States
and abroad and to communicate
the results of that academic
study to broad popular audiences through highly appealing, state-of-the-art exhibit,
audiovisual and theatrical
techniques."
Located in the southwestern
corner of Kentucky, Murray is
within a day's drive of an
estimated 80 million persons.
Museum visitation is expected
to reach 150,000 people annually
in two to three years.
The ribbon-cutting to open the
preview season of the museum
was scheduled in conjunction
with the biennial meeting of the
BSA National Council in
Louisville, which concludes on
Friday, May 23.
Admission rates are $4.50 for
adults and $3.50 for children
6-12, with children under 6 admitted at no charge. Group,
senior citizen and seasonal discounts are available.

Graduation...

(Cont'd from page 1)
to end just because we're
graduating and going our
separate ways," and encouraged them to keep working at
valued relationships along with
career goals "because success
doesn't mean anything without
family and friends."
KSP_ _r:eports said.
Roth i.,.,6-.....04entrf§S r._,w
The accident occured at 1:30
a.m. Sunday. according to NSF. were Presidential Scholars at
KSP officials said Murray State and earned sumShaughnessy turned herself in to ma cum laude honors in the
the McCracken County Sheriff's graduating class.
A biology major, Logan has
office about 4:40 a.m. Sunday.
been accepted into the UniversiAccording to KSP, she was
charged with DUI and leaving ty of Louisville medical school
the scene of an accident and for the fall semester. He was
elected by the student body to
other charges are pending.
Reed sustained fatal injuries serve as the student represenwhen the car she was driven col- tative on the university board of
lided with a car driven by John regents in 1985-86.
Miss Ewbank, a mid-year
C. Spillman, 22. of Louisville
graduate in business manageabout 12:53 Sunday afternoon.
State police said the Reed car ment, was enrolled this spring
was westbound on the Old Ferry as an M.B.A. student at Baylor
Road in Land Between the University. She will begin a
Lakes while Spillman was driv- graduate assistantship on the
ing northbound on the Trace. Waco, Texas, campus this
Reecl failed to stop at the in- summer.
Five students shared honors
tersection —apparently due to a
stop sign being down," KSP of- as the top graduates in the class
with perfect 4.00 academic ,tanficials said. The Reed vehicle
struck the Spillman car in the dings — Nancy Johnson Brien.
Benton; Julie Ann Obermark,
right side.
Robert Ramey, 60. also of Paducah; Stephen Arthur
Paducah, a passenger in the Schneller, Louisville, and Todd
Reed car, was admitted to L. Smith Mayfield; and Janet
Lourdes Hospital for treatment Carol Yates, Kuttawa.
Four others finished with 3.97
of injuries sustained in the accident. Angela Banks. another grade point averages. They are
passenger in the Reed car, was Sherri Lynn Brigham. Dover,
treated and released as was Tenn.; Tina Raye Butler,
Thomas Spillman, 25, a Calvert City; Gerald F. Drennan, Fredonia; and Alan Bart
passenger in the Spillman
Perkins. LaCenter.
vehicle.
Special recognition was given
State police also reported an
accident two miles north of Har- to six faculty members chosen
din at 2:40 a.m. Sunday in which as recipients of Regents Awards
Tony E. Southern, 28, Murray for Teaching Excellence, One
and his brother, Bobby, 16, were from each college was presented
a $1,000 cash award by William
injured.
KSP said Tony Southern was Beasley of Paducah, chairman
admitted to Marshall County of the board of regents.
Hospital with injuries while his • Recipients are: Philip Tibbs,
professor of accounting. College
brother was treated and
of
Business and Public Affairs;
released.
The accident occurred on Ky. Dr. James H. Frank, professor
962 when the car driven by the of health, physical education
elder Southern "rounded a and recreation, College of
Education; Dr. James W. Biggs.
curve, rent over the road and
struck a telephone pole," KSP associate professor of speech
officials said. Southern was communication and theatre.
charged with DUI, state police College of Fine Arts and Communication; Dr. Charlotte L.
reported.
Beahan, associate professor of
history, College of Humanistic
Studies; Dr. Eugene M. Schantraces of radiation for the first bacher, professor of industrial
education and technologyu, Coltime since the accident, health
lege of Industry and
officials said Sunday.
Tests conducted by Oregon of- Technology; and Dr. Harold E.
Eversmeyer, professor of
ficials on raw milk in a norbiology. College of Science.
thwest Oregon dairy showed
iodine-131 at 118 picocuries per
liter and cesium -137 at 43
picocuries per liter, Toombs
said.
But officials said radiation
levels would not harm people,
Murrayans Van and Tony
including pregnant women and
Childress are seheduled to be
nursing mothers
sentenced at 1:30 p.m. today in
Dr. Lester Wright. the state
U.S. District Court Court in
health officer, said radiation
Paducah. The pair pleaded guilwould continue to appear in
ty to two counts of a 16-count inOregon milk for a month to six
dictment last month.
weeks.
Under the plea agreement
Wright also said health ofentered at that time, both are
ficials in Oregon continued to
expected to receive prison
-advise residents to avoid drinksentences totaling 15 years.
ing rainwater.
Sentencing will be handed
Iodine-131 is considered par- .down by Judge Edward
ticularly dangerous' because it
Johnstone
concentrates in the thyroid, an
U.S. Attorney Joesph M. Whitorgan sensitive to radiation
tle said today he plans to issue a
damage.
statement after the sentencing...

Sentencing set
for Childresses

Students at Murray State University kept their eyes on the "big board" during the 1985-86 academic
year as they participated in the second annual Economics and Finance Club Investments Game.
Twenty-five teams took part in the contest with seniors Phil Warren of Owensboro and Mark Calvert of
Evansville, Ind., yielding the greatest return on their "investments" at the end of the year — 40 percent. Michael Presson of Benton placed second with a 39.2 percent return. Looking for future investments with the students are (from left) Betty Driver, adviser to the Economics and Finance Club;
Warren; Presson; Calvert; and Dr. Frank Edwards, chairman of the Department of Economics and
Finance.

Students play Wall Street hunches
Studying The Wall Street Journal and playing their hunches —
that's what more than 50 Murray
State University students did during the 1985-86 academic year
while participating in the second
annual Economics and Finance
Club Investments Game.
Twenty-four teams of one to
five students took part in the
game with each team "investing" $50,000 to build a stock
portfolio. Each team "purchased" stocked listed in The Wall
Street Journal, then monitored
the stocks' gains and losses during the fall and spring semesters.
Betty Driver, a visiting lecturer in the Department of
Economics and Finance adviser

to the club, said the competition
was "fierce" among the students
as they attempted to net the
highest percentage of return on
their investments during the
school year.
Each team paid a $5 entry fee,
which was used for cash prizes
for the top "investors." The
teams with the highest and second highest rates of return in
December received a partial
payout, with cash prizes given to
the overall first and second place
winners in May.
Seniors Phil Warren of
Owensboro and Mark Calvert of
Evansville, Ind., reported a 40
percent return to take first place
overall and a cash prize of $43.20.
Michael Presson of Benton plac-

ed second with a 39.2 percent
return. He received $28.80.
The club adviser noted that, for
the majority of players, the game
is their first experience at "playing the market."
"We encourage them to make
sound financial decisions in selecting their stocks," Ms. Driver
said. but noting that a "wealth of
resources" are used by the
students, including hunches and
less-than-scientific methods.
A new game will begin at the
start of the 1986 fall semester.
Ms. Driver added that the
Economics and Finance Club
plans to purchase some specialized computer software to assist
students with their decisions as
they "play" the stock market.

Author of children's books to teach
sessions in Stuart Writing Workshop
An author of books and poetry
for young people will teach sessions on children's lieterature as
one of three offerings at the 16th
annual Jesse Stuart Writing
Workshop June 5-8 at Murray
State University.
Lois Wickstrom of Tampa.
Fla., will share her expertise as
a writer and columnist for
children with workshop
participants.
Mrs Wickstrom's professional writing career began in
1971, developing food articles for
the Christian Science Monitor.
Her first book, "Food Conspiracy Cookbook," was
published in 1974.
Her first attempts in her
specialty were two picture
books, "Oliver." whith is about
adoption. and "Ladybugs for
Loretta," which is about the life
cycle of ladybugs, both published in 1978.
Her Amanda mini-health
mysteries have appeared in
Child Life magazine since 1981.
She also wrote a series on herbs,

"Nature's Medicines," for Child
Life.
One of her poems, "I've Got
Your Nose," appeared in The
Friend, a magazine for children.
Mrs. Wickstrom has written
"Private Lives," a humor column for the St. Petersburg
Times since 1984. She has also
written science fiction and
feature articles for numerous
publications.
The founder and co-editor of
Pandora, a science fiction
magazine. Mrs. Wickstrom is
working on a fantasy novel for
young adults, "The Secret
House."
The workshop is sponsored by
the Department of English and
the College of Humanistic
Studies at Murray State
Other areas of study at the
writing workshop are journalism/nonfiction, taught by
John Ed Pearce, associate
editor: and syndicated columnist for the Louisville Courier
Journal, and science fiction/fantasy with Dr. Jean Lorrah,
science fiction writer and pro-

fessor of English at Murray
State.
The registration fee for the
four-day workshop is $60 for
students and $85 for nonstudents with room and board
available on campus at
reasonable rates Enrollment is
limited.
The workshop is named for the
late Eastern Kentucky author
who became known around the
world for his novels, poetry,
short stories and other writings.
The Pogue Special Collections
Library at Murray State is the
depository for his collection of
writings and memorabilia.
Stuart, who directed the
workshop himself in its early
years, died in February 1984.
For additional information
about the workshop or registration details, write to: Dr. Kent
Forrester, Director. Jesse
Stuart Writing Workshop,
Department of English, Murray
State University, Murray. Ky.
42071, or call.(502) 762-2401 or
762-4538.
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Racer Club, MSU
have common goal
Initial thoughts on this first column had us inclined toward a synopsis
of where we'd been since we left Murray in the Spring of 1982 until our
return about four weeks ago.
But, after considering that line of thinking, we figured most of the
folks that might read beyond this point, wouldn't give a tinker's darn
about a biographical treatise on the past four years in our lives and
would rather have the opportunity to learn more about what we intend
to say.
(For those of you not accustomed to it, the collective pronouns used
in this column, I.e., we, our, etc. are used in the editorial sense in place
of I, my, etc.)
It is our intent for this column to appear regularly, two to three
times each week and for the content to vary. Sometimes we expect to
address a single local issue. At other times we may comment on
several divergent items in the same column, and on other days we may
relate a personal experience that we hope has some significance for
our readers.
On that thought, we'll jump into a topic that has been discussed at
length both privately and publicly the past few days.
E EL
A compromise in the current rift between Murray State University
administrators and the Racer Club (athletic booster organization)
seems to be in order.
A committee appointed by the board of regents recommended that
increases in the operational budget for MSU athletics come from
private sources. An outgrowth of that recommendation was the recent
proposal from the Racer Club that a full-time fund-raiser — an individual devoted to raising money for the athletic program — be hired
and charged with that responsiblity.
Spokesmen on both sides of the issue have told us they want to work
In a spirit of cooperation with each other toward the betterment of the
MSU athletic program.
The bone of contention — that sometimes surfaces and sometimes remains indirect — seems to be: "Who will control the funds raised
through private donations?"
Racer Club president Dick Stout told us that he senses support of
university athletic programs from the private sector has begun to slide
because some long-time contributors are "tired of giving and the
university showing no long-term commitment.
"Now is the time to nip that in the bud and regenerate positive attitudes toward Murray State," Stout told us.
L EE
We are inclined to agree with Stout, as well with David Perrin, MSU
vice president for university relations and development, who said:
•"In my mind it boils down to a question of how to best use university
resources to accomplish the goal that we all agree on ... which is continuation of the traditional quality athletic programs at Murray State
University."
Perrin has maintained the administration's position that fund-raising
for athletics should be no different frojn other university areas in that
It should be generated through the university foundation rather than an
organization only loosely connected, if at all, officially, to the
university.
Stout says the Racer Club's proposal was designed around a similar
operation at a sister university but the Racer Club won't quibble over
who the fund-raiser answers to, just that the organization favors a fulltime effort rather than part-time.
Based on those statements, it appears the two sides are much closer
together on the issue than we previously thought.
Stout said another concern that has been voiced to him by some MSU
supporters has been not knowing if the money they contribute toward
athletics actually is used as intended, once it gets into the foundation's
coffers.
Both Perrin and Stout pointed out that new NCAA guidelines governing private contributions to athletic programs — requiring auditing and
accounting procedures that will insure annual verification of contributions, and how those donations have been used — should eliminate that
concern.
"I would say the key is the foundation has to respect the wishes of
the donors," Perrin said, pointing out that gifts earmarked for the tennis program, for example, should be used for that program atone.
E li
In a nutshell, the committee recommendation to the board of regents
on athletic funding, said that budget increases for personnel and
grants-in-aid (scholarship) should be consistent with guidelines for all
university personnel and actual increases in the costs of tuition, room
and board and books but that increases in the operational budget —
which provides for travel, equipment and supplies, insurance, etc.,
should come from private donations rather than state appropriations.
°I think the ellininitment tiai been made to Maintain the quality
athletic programs witch we have," Perrin said, referring to the
board's acceptance of the committee report as a "general guideline for
future actions."
"We would like to use present resources to accomplish fund raising
in athletics and take the resulting increase in donations, which includes
the dollars people are willing to give to hire a private fund-raiser, and
use them for the immediate benefit of the program," Perrin said.
"Without the cooperation and support of private donations, in giving
and in terms of theft confidence in management and direction of the
program, we will have a continuing problem situation," Perrin said, in
apparent agreement with Stout's position.
We think so, too.
Maybe the flap over the past several days has simply been caused
through incomplete, or inadequate, communication between the Racer
Club and MSU's admininstration. We don't profess to have that answer
But, based on what we're hearing from each side, it sounds as if an
amiable solution is not only in order, but can easily be reached througt
a cooperative effort.
Perrin and Stout each said they agreed with a letter to the editor in
this newspaper from long-time MSU support Red Howe Jr. in which he
said "Hopefully, common sense and reason will prevail and allow us to
move forward together."
We certainly concur with that philosophy.
A successful academic program and a successful athletic program at
a university such as Murray State staid be complementary to each
other. If either suffers, the university, and the region, loses.
Ei]
A Footnote: Other than the preceding paragraph, we intentionally
chose not to address the academics vs. athletics issue in this column.
We do intend to write on that subject in a later column and invite
reader comments in the meantime.
— GENE McCLITCHEON
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By Mike Royko

At least the Cubs don't waste time
I knew the phone call would
come. In fact, I was surprised
that it took this long.
"How you doing?" said my old
friend in New York.
"Great. How about you?"
"Terrific. And the family?"
"Fine. And yours?"
"Everyone's great."
"Good, good."
"Fine, fine."
"Good."
"Fine."
"Uh-huh."
"Yeah."
"Look, why don't you get to
it?"
"Get to what?"
"I know why you called."
"What are you talking
about?"
"You know exactly what I'm
talking about."
"Hey, you sound upset. What's
wrong?"
"I'm not upset. What have I
got to be upset about?"
"I don't know. You just sound
a little on edge. Are you sure
you're OK?"
"I'm fine. Nothing's wrong.
I'm just a little busy. So how
about if I call you back in a couple of weeks."
"Whoa, Hold on a minute. I
just wanted to ask you
something."
"Ask me what?"
"Uh,have you been to any Cub
games lately?"
"I knew it. That's why you
called, isn't it? You just had to
do it. You have to rub salt in the
wounds, you have to gloat, you
have to..."
"Hey, I was just wondering,
you know, if the weather there
has been good enough to get out
to the old ballpark, that's all."
"You could have looked at the
weather map and saved the
price of a long-distance call. No,
you called because you want to
know if I'm feeling miserable so
you can enjoy it."
"Hey, woyld I do that to an old
friend?"
"Of course you would. I know
that if our positions were reversed, I would."
"Well, you have to admit that
they are pretty pathetic."
"I admit it. Can I go now?"
"And you have to concede that
my Mets are kind of awesome."
"I concede that too. Is this
almost over?"
"Boy, and to think that you
work for the same company that
owns that team."
"I'm not responsible for its
hiring practices. Besides, I think
it is very nice of this corporation
to hire the infirm."
"Well, I guess for you it's going to be a long, dull summer."
"No, as a matter of fact it is
going to be a productive summer. I feel good about it."
"Sure, nothing like last place
to make you feel good."
"It's obvious that you're ignoring what the economists call
the upside."
"What's the upside — that you
can have any seat in the house?"
-The upside is a fuller, richer
life."
"And how does a pathetic
baseball team give you that?"
"Simple. What is the first
thing you read when you ;pick
up the paper in the morning?"
"I turn to the sports pages and
read about the Mets winning.
Then I read the box score and

check the standings and see who
the pitcher is going to be for today's game."
"But you already knew how
the game had turned out, didn't
you?"
"Sure. I was either at the
game or I saw it on TV. But I like
to read about it anyway, to
relive the joy, get the behind-the
scenes stuff."
"And when you get to the office, what is the first' thing you
and your colleagues talk
about?"
"What else — we talk about
the Mets game."
"And at lunch?" *
"Chances are Aigne4ody will
mention the Mets amd we'll talk
about them some more."
"Do you study the batting
averages every day?"
"Sure. You want to know what
Strawberry is hitting? You want
to know how. many Ks the kid
has?"
"In the evening and on
weekends, what do you do?"
If they're home and I can get

To the Editor:
So many of us have had our
lives enriched by being exposed
to meaningful rhyming poems
like Kipling's "If", Longfellow's
"Psalm of Life", and Joyce
Kilmer's "Trees." From week
to week, our lives are inspired
by beautiful, challenging rhyming poems that have been set to
music and are sung as part of
our religious services
As president of the Caldwell
County Rhyming Poetry Society. I am extremely interested in
promoting rhyming poetry for
all those who write It. read it.
listen to it, or have any interest
whatever in this vital part of our
literary culture.

will be strained or shattered?
But with me, it will be
different."
"Why different?"
"Nobody wants to read about
a loser. It's depressing. So I'll
save all that time. The same
with the standings and the
averages and even the games
themselves. Just an occasional
glance is enough to make sure
they haven't moved the franchise to Schaumburg. And when
the summer is over,
have
saved myself hundreds of hours
of needless grief, suffering,
heartbreak, disappointment and
having beer poured on me by someone in the upper deck."
"Are you trying to tell me that
you're better off having a lousy
ball team."
"Sure, What is more precious
than time? You - don't live
forever, you know."
"Maybe you have a point. So
what are you going to do with all
that time you save?"
"I'll watch my videotape of
the Super Bowl."

FatITSSTIC
Trip,em,
BUT THere's
mace Lin
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Business Mirror

By John Ctuuliff

NEW YORK (AP) — Because
the charitable deduction for.income tax itemizers survived the
Senate Finance Committee's
surgical knife, a misimpression
seems to have been created that
charities are happy with the new •
tax proposals.
They aren't, and their determination to do something about
it suggests how difficult it is to
cut anything from the income
tax laws. It carries another suggestion, too — that a big battle
still lies ahead.
Brian O'Connell put it succinctly and bluntly, stating his
organization "will embrace
nothing less than a Senate tax
bill that includes a full and permanent sharitable deduction for
all taxpayers."
O'Connell is president of Independent Sector, so called
because it represents 600
organizations that consider
themselves somewhere in bet.

LettersTo The Editor
To the Editor.
This past Saturday. May 10,
1986, I attended the Murray
State University graduation exercises. I was impressed with
the organization of the entire
program.
I would like to commend Barbara Rose and her staff for mak-

tickets, I go to the game. If not. I
watch on TV. Of course,
sometimes there are things like
wakes or funerals, so all I can do
then, is put the earplug in and
listen on the radio."
"Well, you've answered your
own question."
"I don't understand."
It's obvious. Because you have
a pennant contender, you are going to spend hundreds, possibly
thousands, of hours this summer
either watching games, talking
about games, reading about
games,or thinking about games.
If you add it all up, it will probably come to several weeks of
your life devoted to nothing but
the Mets and baseball.
"So?"
"There are hundreds of
thousands, maybe millions, just
like you in New York. Time
taken away from your work,
from your loved ones, from
other, more fulfilling activities.
Who knows how much productivity will be lost?%Who knows
how many loving relationships

ing the graduation ceremony
most impressive.
Barbara is a person who
makes things happen and her efforts need to be recognized.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Ann Hatton
1602 Olive
Murray, Ky. 42071
Is there any regional
organization in western Kentucky that is devoted exclusively
to the promotion of rhyming
poetry? If there is such an
organization, I would like very
much to know about it. If there is
no such organization. The
Caldwell County Rhyming
Poetry Society would like to help
organize one.
If you, too, are interested in
forming a rhyming poetry society for western Kentucky please
contact me immediately
Sincerely.
Dale Faughn
Route 1, Box 103
Fredonia, Kentucky 42411

ween the two big economic sectors, the government and
private sectors.
Such organizations — not-forprofit charitable and philanthropic entities that depend on
giving and volunteering — often
handle responsibilities that
might otherwise become
government obligations, such as
health and welfare.
As O'Connell assesses the
situation, the Senate proposal
would narrow support for these
organizations by $12 billion
annually.
He's willing to accept half
that. How, he asks. can you be
against lower taxes, even if it
means a giver who used to be in
the 50 percent tax bracket would
have less incentive to give when
the tax break is only 27 percent?
But, he declares, the Independent Sector isn't going to accept
the loss of the other half — at

least not without a fight.
Under the Senate committee
plan, itemizers, or those who file
long-form tax returns, would
continue to have the opportunity
to deduct their contributions, as
before.- But short-form, users
would be granted no such
deductions.
Thus. O'Connell points out.
those modest -income
Americans who use the short
form, and who contributed $25
billion to charity in 1985. no
longer will be able to deduct
their charitable contributions.
As a consequence of not having the tax break. O'Connell
believes, Americans,Won't be as
eager to give. An American
Cancer Society study, for example, shows that non-itemizers
give 10 percent to 12 percent
more when reminded of the tax
deductibility.

1

Looking Back
Ten years ago
R. L. Cooper was elected
treasurer of the Kentucky Home
Health Association.
Mr. and Mrs. David Fitts announced the birth of a boy. Matthew' David. born May 5.
Murray High's Tony Bayless
slammed two home runs while
pitcher Tony Thurmond held
Marshall County to only three
hits while blasting a homer,
himself, in leading the Tigers to
a 17-1 win in district tournament
action.
Twenty years ago
Debbie Kelley, Marilyn
Wisehart and Beverly Paschall
all received the highest award,
Queen Regent in Service, at the
coronation ceremony of the
Girls Auxiliary at the First Baptist Church.
- Ronald M. Christopher. son of
Mr. and Mrs. M P. Christopher
of Murray. was named to the
Moot COurt Board of th University of Kentucky College of Law.
Births announced include a
daughter. Angela: born to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Marshall May 9.

Thirty years ago
The Hazel High Future
Farmers of America voted to
send its officers to leadership
training camp at Hardinsburg.
Scheduled to attend were John
Edd Foster.' president: Danny
Dtmcan, vice-president; Dwain
Taylor, treasurer. T. G Curd,
secretary. Charles Nesbitt.
reporter and Richard Vance,
sentinel.
The Murray Rotary Club
entertained three outstanding
students from each of the county
high schools at its regular
meeting. Honored by the club
were Gene Ray. Gerald Jeffrey
and Issac Adams from Murray
Training School; Donald Burkeen. Cindin Jobs and Eugene
Herndon from Alm°. Jerry
Ford, Glen Cochrum and Bobby
Fain from 'Lynn Grove; Gene
Steely. Ray Dunn and Billy
Floodrfrom Hazel, Billy Allbritten, Doris Hill an4,Max McCuiston from New Concord; and Larry Lyles, Billy Bazzell and Farley Adams from Kirksey
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MURRAY TODAY
Bridge, golf, luncheon planned by women
Ladies' day activities foursomes.
are scheduled at MurLadies' day golf will
ray Country Club on
begin at 9 a.m. with a
Wednesday, May 14.
shotgun tee off. Rowena
A luncheon will be Cullom will be golf
served at .noon with
hostess. Persons not
Becky Williams and
listed, but desiring to
Marion Poole as play or those unable to
chairmen of the play are asked to call
hostesses. Reservations Mrs. Cullom or come
should be made by to- and be paired at the tee.
day (Monday).
The lineup is as
Other hostesses will follows:
be Larue Williams, Pam
Tee IA — Betty
Scott, Patty Claypool, Lowry, Venela Sexton,
Jane Baker, Marge Inus Orr and Evelyn
Kipp, Sarah Bryan. Jones.
• Ellie Christopher, JenTee 1B — Betty Jo
nifer Crouse, Emmy Purdom, Frances
Edwards, Martha Enix, Hulse, Jerlene Sullivan
Jana Hughes, Marilyn and Mary Bogard.
Miller, Mary Frank
Tee 2A
Dorothy
Valentine and Mary Fike, Della Miller, Jane
Bazzell.
Fitch and Cathryn
Bridge will be played Garrott.
at 9:30 a.m. with
Tee 213 — Ethelene
Marilyn Adkins as McCallon, Pam Mavity,
hostess. Members are Margaret Shuffett and
asked to form their own Madelyn Lamb.

Tee S — Dianne
Villanova, Genevieve
Logel, Edith Garrison
and Nancy Haverstock.
Tee 4 — Louise Lamb,
Betty Scott, Rebecca Zrvan and Martha Sue
Ryan.
Tee 5 — Anna Mary
Adams, Nancy Fandrich, Rainey Apperson
and Molly Booth.
Tee 6 — Peggy
Shoemaker, Billie
Cohoon, Virginia
Schwettman and Nelda
Murphy.
Tee 7 — Norma
Frank, Rowena Cullom,
Chris Graham and Lula
Bingham.
Tee 8 — Tonya Fike,
Laverne Ryan, Euldene
Robinson and Frances
Richey.
Tee 9 — Becky Wilson,
Betty Schwartz, Marion
Poole and Debbie Fike.
Winners from play on

Wednesday. May 7.
have been released by
Billie Cohoon, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight
— Jerlene Sullivan,
medalist, and Frances
Hulse, runner-up.
First flight — Pam
Mavity, first, and
Margaret Shuffett,
second.

Miirray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen. editor

Anniversary reception on Sunday

Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
Young will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,
May 18.
A reception, hosted by
their children and
grandsons, will be from
2 to 5 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House,
South Seventh and Vine
Second flight — Jane Streets.
All friends and
Fitch, first, Virginia
relatives
are,invited to
Schwettman and
Ethelene McCallon, tied attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.
for second.
The family requests
Third flight — Carol
Edwards, first, and that guests not bring
Peggy Shoemaker, gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Young
second.
were married May 19,
Fourth flight — Tonya 1936, at Metropolis, Ill.
Fike, first, and Nelda Their attendants were
Murphy, second.
Elmo Workman and
Overall putts was a Druscilla Morris
three-way tie by Peggy Workman.
Shoemaker, Jerlene
Mrs. Young, the
Sullivan and Jane Fitch, former Irene Grogan, is
the daughter of the late
Bruce Grogan and Lura
Hurt Grogan.
meeting. Group III will meet at 7:30 p.m. with
Mr. Young is the son
of the late W.R. Young
Leah Hart with the program to be presented by
and Mary E. WithersMarie Forrester.
poon Young. He is a
retired rural mail
carrier.
Circles of First United Methodist Church
They have one
Women will meet on Tuesday and Wednesday,
daughter, Mrs. Delura
May 13 and 14. At 9:30 a.m. Tuesday the Alice
Mitchell and her husWaters Circle will meet with Iva Alford, the
band, Phillip Mitchell,
Bessie Tucker with Sandy Outland and
and one son, Eddie Gale, all of Dallas,
Maryleona Frost at church, at 2 p.m. Tuesday
Young and his wife, Texas.
the Faith Doran Circle will meet at church. At 7
p.m. Wednesday the Hannah Circle will meet
with Jewell Guthrie and the Wesleyan Circle
with Clara Humphrey, and at 7:30 p.m. the Ruth
Wilson Circle will meet at church.

DATEBOOK

t

Ministers will meet
Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday, May 14, at 1:30 p.m. in
the dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Dr. Greg Ear.vood. president, and the
Rev. Marvin L. Napier. secretary, invite all
ministers of the city and county to attend.

Circles plan meetings

Free checks Wednesday

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Young

Free blood pressure checks will be given for
senior citizens on Wednesday. May 14, from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center.
Edythe Frantz and Ruth Hegyi, nurses, will conduct the tests. The center will be open from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at noon.

CWT groups will meet
Two groups of Christian Women's Fellowship
of First Christian Church are scheduled to meet
on Tuesday, May 13. Group I will meet at 10 a.m.
with Mrs. Robert Williams for a business

WickerTrays — For making
decorative wall hangings.

Skillshop on Tuesday
An area interfaith witness skillshop will be
held Tuesday, May 13, at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church. This will for training to witness to
special groups and all interested persons are
invited.

Reg. $2.89-$4.29
Each

Discount Wicker &
Plaster Crafts
i Inside Uncle Jeff's)

A Social Security Representative will be at
Miller Courthouse Annex (old post office
building) at South Fourth and Maple Streets,
Murray, on Tuesday, May 13, from 10 a.m. to
noon. The representative will be available to
assist the public in all aspects of Social Security,
Supplemental Security Income and Medicare.
Assistance will be given in filing claims,
changes, etc., and in answering inquires, according to Janie S. Ivy, field representative.

Funds raised
for cancer
TURIN, Italy (API —
Tenor Luciano Pavarotti raised about $300,000
for cancer research
with a benefit concert
before about 6.00q
people.
They packed into
Turin Sports Palace
Sunday to hear him perform a series of his
favorite opera triumphs
with the orchestra of the
RAI television network.
The audience gave the
reknowned tenor
several loud ovations
and even threw lillies on
stage after he sang
"Mamma."

CLEANERS
,Spring
*MU
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"- Draperies

20% off
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Leslie Adams, senior at Murray High School,
recently learned that she has been selected as a
Dean's Scholar at Emory University. This award
Is based solely on merit and is renewable for four
years. Director of Admissions for Emory stated
that "high schools across the country nominated
many well-qualified candidates and (the decision was made to) offer the dean's scholarships
to a small number of the very best qualified
outstanding students." Miss Adams,daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. John Adams,ranked in the top 10 of
the graduating class, has been active in the
French Club, speech, Tri Alpha, has served as a
class officer and is a member of National Honor
Society.

Mary Tyler Moore
"JUST BETWEEN
FRIENDS"(PG-13)

Good T1ww Wary 24. 1906

Plain

4 Or More
Laundered Shirts

ii

Sweaters &
Skirts

Folded or on Monger
Size 14-11 1 7 Only

774

$1 99
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coopon When Too
Brio, Cl000ing

No Limit With Couprin
Present Coupon Wheri You
Bring (looming

-

Bel-Air Center
We are pleased to
announce that Tina
Williams, bride-elect
of Jeff Ammons has
made her selections
from our bridal
for
registry
decorative
accessories.
Tina and Jeff will
be married June 28.

control center 763-3314

Good Thru May 24, 1444

I

Leslie Adams named

$320
No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning

CHERI 3
Tit 4•011

Judd Nelson and
Ally Sheedy in

MICR,'al
7,54, III

LINCOLN, Ill. (AP)
— Columnist Ann
Landers received an
honorary degree from
Lincoln College, then
told graduating students
to be kind to others.
Many depressed and
troubled people look
normal, but thoughtless
words or harsh looks
can send them to the
depths of despair, she
told about 130 associate
degree recipients and
their parents, friends
and teachers on
Saturday.
Ms. Landers, 67,

whose real name is Eppie Lederer, said in an
interview later that she
differs with Nancy
Reagan over the subject
of abortion.
The columnist
described her own
stance as -free choice,"
not pro-abortion. Mrs.
Reagan is strongly
against abortion.
"I do not think it's
perfectly OK to have a
child out of wedlock," or
live together before
marriage or engage
lightly in premarital
sex, Ms. Landers also
said.

Hedy LaMarr doesn't
want pictures printed
MIAMI (AP) —
Screen star Hedy
LaMarr, who gained
fame in 1933 when
Americans caught a
glimpse of her running
nude through the woods
In a European film, is
trying to prevent a
tabloid from publishing
two recent photos of her.
Attorney Ellis Rubin
said the photos were

stolen from her wallet
by an acquaintance and
that The Globe, a
tabloid published in
Boca Raton, obtained
them for either $300 or
$350.
Attempts to contact
The Globe Sunday night
were unsuccessful.
Nobody answered the
phone at the
newspaper's office.
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Cerstral High D
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Relax and tan in complete privacy
at our discount prices

VIOLETS
ARE BLUE
elessisteil M. 713-3314

I Session $4.00 (so mm.)
3 Sessions $11.00 (90 min.)

01111r11111

Laun
dry
&
Cleaners
13th &
753-2552

603 main

Invasion U.S.A.
Witvmmn•Coonnonilo
dice bittoni•14owlIng IL
Imo-W. It ...AO p.a.
Soy & Nollitays.1 p....10 pat.

6 Sessions $20.00 (180 min.)
11 Sessions $30.00 (390 min.)

—Walk-Ins Welcome—

The Tropics.TanningSalon
M-

a-, Sat. 8-7 & Sun. II:00-8:30

901 Coldwater Rd.
01.101111.01 GL
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NEW APRIVAlc

Main
6th & Poplar

Fund.
Margaret Taylor
reported on the Purchase Area Cultural
Arts Daisplay' i.Z.APAIrt
Paducah in March.
Elizabeth Parks won a
red ribbon on a basket
and Maxine Nance a
blue ribbon on a crewel
embroidery picture.
The club will meet
Wednesday, May 14, at
10 a.m. at the Ellis
Center. Each one is asked to bring a salad for
the luncheon. Eleanor
D'Angelo and Eleanor
Cavanaugh will be
hostesses.

Honorary degree
presented Landers

'Men's & Ladies
2 Pc. Suits

No Limit With Coupon
Present Coupon When You
Bring Cleaning.

Jay Hill of Fort Myers,
Fla.

Harris Grove Club
hears two lessons
Two lessons we're
presented at the April
meeting of the Harris
Grove Homemakers
Club held at Ellis
Center.
Kathryn Ray
presented a lesson on
"Color For You."
"Western Kentucky
Heritage" was the
lesson presented by
Elizabeth Parks who
also read the scripture
from Revelation 13:14.
The president, Martha Wrablik, presided.
The club voted to given
a donation of $18 to the
Extension Leadership

Representative here

Assorted Shapes & Sizes

Two grandsons are
Scott Hill of Dallas and

763-3314

Call 753-8477
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Oaks' club ladies plan Wednesday events
Tee 5 — Mary C. Marge Hitz.
Lamb. Hazel Beale,
Winners from golf
Mabel Rogers and Bron- play on Wednesday,
da Parker.
May 7. have been
Tee
— Martha released by Vicki
Broach, Martha Oliver, hostess, as
Barnett, Linda Oliver follows:
and Irene Woods.
Championship flight
Tee 7 — Mary Mon- — Burlene Brewer and
tgoryiery, Floence Grace James. co Hensley and Earlene medalists.
Woods.
First flight — Irene
Tee 9 — Sallyanne Woods, Ada Roberts and
Sawyer, Erma Tuck and Bronda Parker.
Second flight — Hazel
Beale, Mary C. Lamb
and Linda Oliver.
Third flight —
Florence Hensley, Jane
Barnett and Marg Heitz.
Low putts — Mabel
Rogers and Irene Woods
tied.

/ By Abigail

Van Buren

Fact-Finding Scholar Casts
A Nay Against Voting Story
DEAR ABBY: I would like to hesitant to publish his letter
comment about the letter from an without checking his facts, but
Alabama reader who gave exam- he seemed so cotton pickin'
ples of "how one vote changed • sure, I didn't question his sourhistory." His purpose, to encourage ces. My fault, not his.
voting, was a good one, but most of
his facts were wrong.
* *•
He said: "In 1645, one vote gave
Oliver Cromwell control ofEngland."
Wrong! In 1645, Oliver Cromwell
DEAR ABBY: You tell old people
became leader of the New Model it's all right for them to touch,
hug
(Puritan) Army, but not of England, and kiss, but what about getting
which was then in the midst of a between the sheets for a little
sex
civil war. He didn't establish his once in a while? We are both 85
own government until 1649 — and years old and in good health, and
then did so in part by expelling we are very good friends.
opponents from Parliament. It
Is this an unpardonable sin?
wasn't primarily votes but strong Please answer in the newspaper
—
leadership and military force that maybe someone else would like
to
established his control.
know.
He said:"In 1649, one vote caused
H.B. IN ILLINOIS
King Charles of England to be
executed."
DEAR H.B.: I am not authoWrong! In 1649, King Charles I of rized to pardon sins, but if
I
England was executed — but not as were, I would worry less about
a result of a one-vote margin. what two old lovers did beCromwell's soldiers excluded the tween the sheets and more
moderate majority from the House about man's inhumanity to
man.
.of Commons and shut down the proricSialigt 146tigra—Cords entirely; a
newly established revolutionary
* * *
tribunal then tried the king and
overwhelmingly condemned him to
death.
DEAR ABBY: You've had a lot of
He stated: "In 1845, one vote letters about adopted children
in
brought Texas into the Union."
your column lately. I'd like to add to
Wrong! In 1845, the U.S. Senate it.
passed the convention annexing
After I was born, my mother was
Texas by two votes (27-25), not one; not able to have any more
children,
and it entered into force only after so she and my father adopted
a 5-ratification by the Texas Congress day-old boy. (I am also a boy.)
In
and voters.
their determination to make their
lie stated: "In 1876, one vote adopted son feel as loved and
changed France from a monarchy wanted as their natural child
(me),
to a republic.they went overboard. I heard that
Wrong! In 1876, France was not a "Jimmy" was their "chosen
" child,
monarchy; it had become a republic which made me think that
when I
in 1875, by a larger margin. (Its was born they had to take
what
empire had ended in 1870; previous they got — but Jimmy was special,
monarchies ended in 1830 and so they "chose" him.
1848.)
I grew up feeling inferior and less
He stated:"In 1923, one vote gave wanted than my little brother.
I felt
Adolf Hitler leadership of the Nazi that I had to prove my worthin
ess
Party."
by being competitive with him. I
Wrong! Hitler acquired dictatorial wanted to love him, but it was
hard
control of the Nazi Party in 1921, when he was given preferen
tial
not 1923, and by a party congress treatment and told he was
their
vote of 553-1 — not exactly a one- "special, chosen child.- I
know my
vote margin.
parents loved me, too — but it took
Abby, if your Alabama correspon- a lot of understanding,
not to
dent wanted his argument to be mention several years with
a psyeffective, he should have checked choanalyst, to straighten
my head
his facts.
out.
LOUISF: E. HOFFMAN, Ph.D.
Print this. It may help other wellmeaning parents.
DEAR DR. HOFFMAN: I was
NAMELESS

111-.\

A Murray High School
senior, Phillip Billington, has been named
to receive honors at
three different institutions of higher learning.
Billington has been
selected as a University
Scholar at Murray State
University. The scholarship. covering costs for
tuition and registration
fees, is renewable for up
to four years. University Scholars are
automatically admitted
to the University
Scholars Program. He
plans to major in
accounting.
The Murray senior
also has been awarded
the Early Scholars
Scholarship and the
Memphis State Special
University Scholarship
of the 1986-87 school
year. In addition, he has
been invited to apply for
the Accounting Scholars
scholarship package

We are pleased to
announce that Tina
Williams, bride-elect
of Jeff Ammons, has
selected her bedding
and bath accessories
from
our
bridal
registry. Tina and Jeff
will be married June
28.

SALE

BLAZERS

$19"

Wholesale Stores Incn

iv

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH
Every Monday thru Friday at 11 a.m.

300

1 Meat 3 Vegetables

Choose from 3 Meats & 6 Vegetables
$
Cornbread & Hot Rolls Are Also Included

Also Serving Our Bountiful Salad Bar Plus Our Famous Fish ty
Seafood Dinners In Special Luncheon Portions
Starting At

JCPenney

sesas
dis.

Open 11 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p.m. Sat.

*ellen *etto

4
759-1400

ratimim'al.•*.wk '-sts‘rs:*

FREE PANTS
IttiN

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

Murray High senior
granted scholarships

Pier 1 imports
Bel-Air Center
We are pleased to
announce that Sally
Grasty, bride-elect
of Mike Kinsey. has
made her selections
from our bridal
for
registry
decorative
accessories. Sally and
Mike will be marriedl
June 7.

Monday, May 12
Monday, May 12
Tuesday, May 13
Tuesday. Ma 13
Jackson Purchase
Sigma Department of
Murray Star Chapter vilt;14-Jva Alford I
• Audubon Society will Murray Woman's Club
No. 433 Order of the Tucker at hui el,
..'id
meet at 7 p.m. at will meet at 7 p.m at
Eastern Star will meet Maryleona
Paducah Area Voca- club house.
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge church, all at 9
tn.
tional Center. 2400
————
hall.
and Faith I b)i r at
Adams, Paducah.
——— —
Dorothy Moore Circle
church at 2 p
—— ——
Group I of First Chrisof First Presbyterian
— — — —
Hospice Volunteer Church will
Mothers' Meirithii.t Outmeet at 8:30 tiari Church CWF is
Training sessions will p.m. at
home of Zeffie scheduled to meet at lo wit! be at 9a m at Eirst
be from 6 to 9 p.m. in Woods.
a.m. with Mrs. Robert
Methodist
third floor classroom.
Williams as hostess.
Church.
Murray-Calloway CounAA and Al-Anon will
ty Hospital. To pre. have closed meeting
Group III of First
Groups of First Baps at
registercall tife Hospice 8 p.m. at First Christian Christian Church CINV tist Church WM('
will
office, 753-5131, exten- Church. Benton.
For in- is scheduled to meet at meet as follow,: Estelle
sion 132.
formation call 753-0061. 7:30 p.m. with Leah Gray with Jessie .Smith
————
at 9 a.m.: Rebecca
762-3399. 753-7764 or Hart as hostess
Parents Anonymous 753-7663.
————
Whittaker with
will meet at 6 p.m. For
AA will meet 8 p.m. at Jones at 2 p.m. , "Amelia
information call 762-6862
Parenting Class will American Legion Beddoe at 7 p.m.
meet from 7 to 9p.m. in Building, South Sixth
or 762-0851.
——— —
third floor classroom of and Maple Streets.
Interfaith Witness
Murray-Calloway CounWorkshop will be
— — — — '
r 30
ty Hospital.
Story Hours are p.m. at First !t., 1..i.st
——— —
scheduled at 10:30 a.m. Church.
Tuesday, May 13
and 3:30 p.m. at
——— —
Students from Murray Callo
Senior citizens • Neway Public
School of Practical Nur- Library.
tivities will be at 9.30
sing will be checking
a.m. at Dexter Center;
blood pressures from 10
Murray TOPS (take from
10 a.m. to •2 I, hi at
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in off pounds sensiblyl
Hazel and Douglas
Medical Arts Phar- Club will meet at 7 p.m. Centers
; from 10 a in to
macy, first floor, at Calloway County 3 p.m.
at Ellis Cente!
Medical Arts Building, Health Department.
300 South Eighth St.
————
l'raye-r Cotiec by
————
Murray Lions Club is
Christi
an WoMen's Club
Alzheimer's Support scheduled to meet at
of Murray at .43n a ro.
Group will meet at 4:30 6:30 p.m. at Murray
has been chatigeil to the
p.m. in private dining Woman's Club House.
home of Murriciiii Simroom of Murray.
mons,504 North Seventh
Clothes
First
Closet
at
Calloway County
St.
Baptist Church will be
Hospital.
open from 9 a.m. to
————
Health Express of noon.
Wednesday, May
Murray-Calloway CounHomemakers Clubs
————
ty Hospital will be at
Circles of First United will meet as toil(Avs:
Liberty' Savings Bank, Methodist Church Pacers at 9:30 a.m. :1! d
Symsonia, from 9 to 11 Women will meet as Mittertown and Sit 0
a.m. and at Bank of Far- follows: Alice Waters
(Cont'd on pacz'r/
mington from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
————
A Social Security
representative will be at
Miller Courthouse Annex from 10 a.m, to
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
noon...
Alterations 8 Summer Storage
———— •
Legion of Murray
Coats, Dresses, Suits. . . s2°° E,,ch
Moose Lodge will meet
Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters
at 8 p.m. at lodge hall.
Officers will meet at 7
Sport Coats
sl" Each
p.m.
Prices Good 05-12-86 Thru 05-17-86
Billington also has
learned that he had
received the University
of Kentucky Scholarship. available only to
freshmen and covers
full in-state tuition.
Given on a competitive
MONDAY-SATURDAY
basis, eligibility is
MAY 12-17
limited to those students
with a minimum ACT
Ladies Top Quality
Composite Score of 27
and a High School- GPA
of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale.
In addition. Billington
was chosen as an alternate for the Kentucky
Society of Certified
Slightly Irregular.
Public_ Accountant's
Choose from 100% polyester or poly-wool ble
Scholarship.
in assorted solid colors, navy, grey, tan, et,
Billington, also a
Governor's Scholar and
SORRY. NO RAINCHECKS
member of National
Honor Society, has been
active in FBLA, French
Club, Hi Y, Latin Club,
On The Corner Of South 5th & East Water 5'
math team and tennis
Mayfield. Kentucky—Phone 247-2757
team.
Store Hours:
Billington is the son of
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p M
Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Billington of Murray.
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Phillip Billington

"No.4e140011Ati

Ner:10.
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Community events listed

•

Ladles' day activities
The lineup is as
are scheduled at Oaks follows:
Country Club on . Tee 1 — Laura
Wednesday, May 14.
Parker, Burlene
Bridge will be played Brewer, Maxine
at 9:30 a.m. with MIMI Pranger and Grace
Jordan, phone 753-8122. James.
as hostess.
Tee 2 — Ada Sue
The ladies' spring golf Roberts, Sue Wells,
tournament will begin Vicki Oliver and Melva
with a shotgUn tee off at Hatcher.
9:30 a.m. Burlene
Tee 4 — Lou Darnpl,
Brewer and Grace Shirley Wade, Doris
James will be hostesses. Rose and Mary Wells.

MONDAV, MAY 12, HMS

Large Selection One Rack of tleaw,
of Handbags
/
1 2 Price

1)114' pair Ill. ••411'0111 pant's

/
1
2 Off

l'I'41 111:11' 111'14'4. 241 111C ,s4'('4)1141

lhic !tack of 1.ii 1:lairborne

pail' a C111111 N:11114' 411*

FR EF,!

20%-50% All Clothing
kill China. Crystal and
Silver Holloware

20% to 50% Off

•••

til

50% on.
l!

Handbags /
1
2 Off

‘11
•

(
”)

off'

••••14,

Calendar...

Wednesday. May 14
Pleasant Grove at 10
a.m., all at the Boston
Tea Party at Holiday
Inn; Harris Grove at 10
a.m. for a salad luncheon at Ellis Center.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Wothen will Ment as.
follows: Hannah with
Jewell Guthrie and
Wesleyan with Clara
Humphrey at 7 pm.and
Ruth Wilson at church
at 7:30 p.m.
————
Covenant Prayer
Group will meet at 10
a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

The Home Remedy,a folk musical group, played
at the Spring Potpourri. Pictured are Dr.
Charles Smith, Jeannie Jarrett, Molly Ross and
Anne Lough.

Si

The Lyrical Ladies of the Library entertained at
the Spring Potpourri. Pictured are Oneida
White, pianist; Eddie Mae Outland, violinist;
Dorothy Norris and Louise Weatherly vocalists.

_Academic winners named
in Governor's competition
-

Pictured are Jeff Duckworth. left, and Andy
Gurley, guitarist for the jazz-rock fusion band
'harisma."

17
41
,
ZA141:
17°
)4tiftto•4
0'00,"
400,44'
*foi°
Low rates
make State Farm homeowners
insurance a good buy.

•

Our service smike
—s-4 even better

Cali me. Jane

Rogers
753-9627
201 S. 6th

•
P.

bke a
good ne.c.into,
State Fa 'n
Is there

FAka..4
Cau.a.t. Conwan,
MflSP0c.

There was individual
competition in math,
science, social studies,
language arts and
English composition.
Teams competed in
creative expression and
quick recall.
The winning schools,
which received threefoot trophies, were
determined by points
earned by teams and
individuals.

Hog market
report listed
Federal State Market News Service
May It 1111111
Kentucky Purchase Area Flog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1177 Est. SOO Barrows
& Gina .25 lower Sows steady to .50
higher
$457540.25
US 1-2 236440 Lbs.
$44.75-45.75
US 1.2 1510-210 Lbs.
$45.25-45.75
US 2.3 210-250 Lbs.
$441545.25
US 3-4 250-270 Lbs.
Sows
133.5035.50
US it 270 350 Lbs.
133.50.36.00
I'S 1-3 300-450 Lbs.
Few 36.50
136.00.33.50
US IS 456-500 Lbs.
138.50-41.50
US 1.3 0%er 500 Lbs.
132.00-35.50
US 2-3 300.500 Lbs.
Boars $200051.00

Wednesday, May 14
Medical Arts Building,
300 South Eighth Eltt.
— ——
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30-p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850:
Skywalk at 2 p.m. at
Golden Pond- Visitor
Center.
_

Wednesday, Ma 14
Wednesday. May 14
will meet at 1:30 p.m. in in Illinois. Indiana. Teii
the Board Room Witted - nesse-and Kentucky will
on third floor of Wells display projects for stoHall.
'dent recognition and
————
• awards today at Curris
Industrial art Center ballroom, Murstudents from junior ray State University.
and senior high schools
—— ——

Murray State University Board of Regents

Read the want ads daily

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

Bible Study Group
will meet at 9:3aa.m.in
parlor of First Baptist
Church.
————
Free blood pressure
checks will given senior
citizens from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. at Hazel Community Center. The
center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. lunch
at noon.
————
Douglas Community
Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for act ivit i es by senior
citizens.

s,.veral quilts were an display in the library arts
annex during the Spring Potpourri.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Teams from
Pikeville and Louisville
were the winners in the
first state championship
of the Governor's Cup
academic competition.
Pikeville High School
was the overall winner
in the high school division. Three teams —
Prestsonsburg, Oldham
County and Green County — tied for second.
Meyzeek Middle
School of Louisville won
the middle school division, with Reidland Middle of McCracken County taking second place.
Awards were
presented Saturday
night during ceremonies
attended by Gov. Martha Layne Collins. The
state -competition,
which began at the
district level with 7,000
students, drew 600
students to Louisville's
Executive Inn West.

(Cont'd from page 51

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 13, 1986
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Judgment is good about financial
Despite favorable relationship
matters and property interests today, developments and invitations for
yet there could be some irritation special outings, you may be quick to
about a career concern. Control your take offense toward nightfall.
temper.
SAGITTARIUS
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Advantages come, your way
The thing is not to let someone regarding property interests. Work
draw you into an argument on this too is fulfilling now. However, avoid
day when otherwise you express arguments about shopping matters
yourself to good advantage. A friend and expenditures.
is helpful to you.
CAPRICORN
GEMINI
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
(May 21 to June 20)
Stressing your rights is sure to
A partner is not quite as thrifty as, make trouble in a close relationship.
you are now, but there is no need for Now's the time to accent the positive.
a row. Some good news comes about Make plans for fun times together.
your career. Income should improve.
AQUARIUS
CANCER
(Jan.c20 to Feb. 18) °
(June 21 to July 22)
You'll make plenty of progress
Vacationers begin to make plans during working hours. Leave well
for a get-away. A friend makes a lot of enough alone. Too much pushing will
sense now. Either you or a partner bring on needless aggravation.
may be touchy tonight.
PISCES
mow
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Aare
(July 2310 Aug.22)
Though a friend may well step over
Behind-the-scenes work discus- his or her bounds,it still should prove
sions are quite beneficial. This is no to be a pleasant day. Accent creativity
time for direct confrontations with and accept social invitations.
those of differing viewpoints.
YOU BORN TODAY have to enjoy
your work in order to put forth the
VIRGO
• proper effort. You are both creative
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
and practical, but sometimes have
Some experience rivalry in the difficulty reconciling these qualities.
romance department. You're at your You'll have success in real estate and
best in group endeavors now. Bene- businesses allied to the arts, though
fits come through friends.
you may be happier in intellectual
spheres.. Writing, music, design and
LIBRA
theater are liable to appeal to you.
(Sept.2:3 to Oct.22)
When you devote yourself to a cause,
You have every right to be thrilled you're unbeatable.
Birthday of:
about today's career developments. Daphne du Maurier, writer; Clive
but don't forget to be considerate of a Barnes, drama critic; and Joe Louis,
family member's wishes too.
boxer.

Fit

————
Murray -Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
1:30 p.m. in private dining room of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
———
Bridge and golf will be
played by ladies of Oaks
Country Club starting at
9:30 a.m.
————
Ladies' day events at
Murray Country Club
will be golf at 9 a.m.,
bridge at 9:30 a.m. anci
luncheon at noon.
———
Early Prenatal
Classes will be from 10
a.m. to noon in third
flood classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
————
Students of Murray
School of Practical Nursing will be checking
blood pressures from 10
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in
Medical Arts Pharmacy, first floor.

A

A

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Classic Coke, Diet Coke or

Totino

Sprite

Pizza
Assorted Variety

Paramount Hamburger

Dill Slice Pickles
32 Oz. Jar

8 Pk. 16 Oz.

68

CRISP CRUST)

Party

88

$ 1 48
Deposit — Limit Two

gO

Sweepstakes

Gatorade
Assorted Flavors
Simintakes
MACKEREL

68

Qt.

88

Dog- Food
$
29

Onions
5 Lb. Bag

20 Lb.

99

Reelfoot

Martha White

Bologna

Bacon

Flour

10
120z.
$1

I

4

9

Potatoes

Bread
16

Oz. Loaf

80 3/99°

Yellow

Field

$

Pantry Pride

Faultless Lite Starch.. . .22 Oz. Can

V

Trail Blazer

Field Pro-Leaguer

Red

10 Lb.

$159

Turner Ice Cream

120z.

i
Jack
Mackerel

48°

32 Oz.

Wieners

1

5 Lb

78

Coke, Sprite or
Mello Yello
12 Pack 12 Oz. Cans

$359
1

69°
Bolt

Paper Towels
Jumbo Roll

68.°

Chicken of the Sea

Tuna
6% Oz. Can

580

Kelly's

Potted Meat

5/1
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Cooperatives offer alternative

TIV
Despite warnings by authorities that livestock should
be kept in the stables due to contaminated grass
by nuclear fallout in West Germany, many farmers
are still letting their cows graze in the open.
Radioactivity at ground level rose significantly after weekend
rains, which could result in possible contamination of milk produced from cows grazing on
meadows.

Decline in farm production costs
expected to help improve cash flow
WASHINGTON (API
Agricultural Statistics
— Barbed wire prices
Board, bulk gasoline
haven't dropped. but a
delivered to the farm
gallon of heavy duty
averaged 84.4 cents a
motor oil has, and
gallon nationally, down
gasoline prices are way from $1.15 a year ago.
down as farmers plow
Diesel fuel, at 70.4 cents
and plant their fields a gallon, was down from
this spring.
96.7 cents, and LP gas
Overall, says the was 67 cents a gallon,
Agriculture Depart- compared with 73.3
ment, prices for items cents in April 1985.
used by farmers to produce crops and livestock
The decline in producwere down 5.2 percent tion costs is expected to
last month from year- help many farmers imearlier levels. Much of prove their cash flow
the decline was due to this season, perhaps
the big drop in oil meaning the difference
prices.
between survival and
According to the April bankruptcy, according
report issued recently to department
by the department's economists. For

livestock feeders, lower with the
year-earlier
grain costs may help $417.
improve their margins.
— Two-point galvanizBut the big-picture ed barbed
wire, at $34.30
economics take a back for an 80-rod
spool, was
seat when farmers who unchanged.
have the cash or credit
— A 20-rod roll of
look at price tags on the
things they need. Some 39-inch woven wire
items, according to the fence, was $84.40 per
April report, are lower roll, down from $86.60 a
than a year ago, others year ago.
—Steel line posts were
about the same.
$2.60 each, down from
Some examples:
new battery for $2.72.
the truck or tractor
— Baler twine, at
costs an average of $19.10 per 40-pound bale,
$57.90 for the heavy duty was down a dime from a
model, down from $60.30 year ago.
a year ago.
— Eight-penny nails
—Rear tractor tires, were 64 cents per pound,
18.4-38, six ply. were compared with 65.2
$404 each, compared cents last year.

Forecast may have postive side
WASHINGTON
AP
— It may be tough on a
farmer whose crops
have been riddled by insects or dry weather,
but the Agriculture
Department's forecast
of sharply lower winter
wheat production may
have some good effects
in the long run, according to some commodity
observers.
The USDA said Fri-

day in its first major
crop forecast of the year
that 1986 winter wheat
production may be 1.6
billion bushels, the
smallest yield in seven
years.
According to department records, that
would put this year's
winter wheat harvest 12
percent below the 1985
level of 1.83 billion
bushels and at the

smallest level since
1979, when production
also was 1.6 billion
bushels.
Carl Schwensen, executive vice president of
the National Association
of Wheat Growers, said
the indicated lower output was good news for
producers, who have
seen prices weighed
down by rising
surpluses.

"It's going to help
deal with our overcapacity problem,"
Schwensen said.
Agriculture Department officials were
more restrained. Assistant Secretary Robert
L. Thompson, the
department's chief
economist, said the
wheat estimate was "a
bit bullish — on the low
side of the expectation."

During the next two ticellci, is expanding into
weeks,
Kentucky
Russell Springs after
farmers will be setttnr....„kl
sare
nost two decades of
4.5 million pepper plants
cessful operation
In the ground.
The co-op handles pepIn addition, they'll be
pers, cabbages and
planting
seeds
for tomatoes.
another 5.5 million
The co-op has facilities
vegetable plants. Those for storing, packing
and
cucumbers, eggplants. some shipping. It
also
cabbages,
summer does all of its own
squash, winter squash
marketing. About 600
and tomatoes, along with area
farmers
are
the peppers, will beisold involved.
Ihrou
_the growing
The co'op's success is
number
of farmer shown by the fact that it
cooperatives in various provided two-thirds
of
parts
of
the the three-quarter million
Commonwealth.
dollars necessary for the
"The cooperatives, by expansion
project,"
offering
alternative Boswell said.
crops to tobacco, are
opening up a whole new
The
Kentucky
direction in Kentucky
Agricultural Marketing
farming. The Depart- Cooperative Inc. of Lexment of Agriculture is ington is currently the
really working to help cooperative second in
the co-ops in every way it
size and scope. The co-op
can," said Agriculture
stores and packages pepCommissioner David E. pers, Hungarian hot wax
Boswell.
peppers, jalapeno pepKentucky's oldest copers, eggplant, cabbage,
op, the Cumberland
summer squash, winter
Mountain
Farmers squash and slicing
Cooperative in Mon- cucumbers.

carcass boning percent
43.25.
SLAUGHTER
CALVES: choice 280 lb
55.00
FEEDERS:STEERS:
Medium No. 1 300-400 lb.
65.00-77.00, 400-500 lb.
58.50-64.00, 773 lb. 50.75.
Medium No. 2 500 lb.
58.50. Small No. 1 625 lb.
53.50. Medium No. 1
Bulls 300-400 lb.
50.00-60.00, 500-550 lb.
54.50-58.50.
HEIFERS: Medium
No. 1 300-400 lb.
57.00-59.00, 400-500 lb.
52.50-56.50. 500-600 lb.
46.50-52.00, 733 lb. 44.00.
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb.

Stewart's Truck
Equipment, Inc.
1517 East 9th St.
Hopkinsvillo, Ky. (502) 866-1103

Kentucky farmers
spent last week planting
corn, watering tobacco
beds, beginning alfalfa
harvest and preparing
their remaining land for
planting.
"Farmers are staying
busy
this
planting
season,"
said
Agriculture Commissioner pavid E. Boswell.
"It's glwayg nice to be
ahead of schedule with
planting, but right now
Kentucky farmers are
anxious for a good rainfall. Recent plantings
are in need of moisture."
Since April 1, most of
Kentucky is about three
to four inches below normal precipitation levels.
Statewide, soil moisture
was rated 93 percent
short and 7 percent
adequate.
Dry conditions and recent
extremes
in
temperatures are causing some problems with
growth in some corn
fields. Some farmers

— Limited Offer —
Time is Running Out!
West Kentucky's No. 1 W-W
Distributor for 20 Years

have begun replanting
their corn.
Despite this, however,
planting progress remains ahead of normal.
As of May 4,68 percent of
the intended acreage had
been planted. This compares with 50 percent
planted at this time last
year and the five-year
average of 32 percent.
About 40 percent of the
planted corn has emerged. Most of the corn hit
recent freezing
by
weather seems to be
coming back, Boswell
said.
Tobacco plants are
starting to suffer from
lack of moisture where
farmers
have
not
already been watering
the
beds.
In
the
Bluegrass region, some
growers are reseeding
beds.
Approximately 80 percent of the plants in
emerged beds are less
than two inches tall.

Fall seeded crops must
be reported by May 15

All acreages of fall
seeded crops such as
wheat, barley and oats
must be reported by May
15 if the farms are program participants or are
to receive history credit,
35.00-54.00, 500-600 lb. CALVES: Medium No. 1 according
to
a
38.00-42.00. Small No. 1 360.00-430.00 with 100-150 spokesman for the
385 lb. 55.00
lb. Calves at side of 3-8 Calloway County ASCS
office. This includes filSTOCK COWS and year old cows.
ing a zero report for
participants.
Farms participating in
the wheat program only
During the dry season in southern India, some
must report their ACR
wants pile dead ants and feathers at nest en( set-aside land) by May
grances to collect dew to quench their thirst.
15. Failure to report the

"The Corbin co-op
learned from the experience of the others
that good groundwork is
important. They should
be in fine shape for the
1987 crop year." Boswell
said.

crop
and
ACRE
acreages will result in
the loss of program
benefits as well as
history credit for the
base.

About 15 percent of the good condition,
with applants are two to four in- proximately
35 percent
ches tall, and the re- of the wheat
headed or
maining 5 percent are heading. Some
wheat
larger than four inches was cut for silage
last
tall.
week.
Generally, setting is
About a third of the
one to two weeks away in hay and pasture crops
most areas. However. are rated poor. The first
farmers in a few areas cutting of hay will be
have already.begun set- short because of the
dry
ting tobacco plants.
conditions. Early alfalfa
Soybean planting got hay has been cut. But for
underway last week in most farmers, the first
some areas.'Statewide, alfalfa cutting should
be
planting was 5 percent about May 10.
complete, compared
Fruit crops were
with 1 percent at this damaged by recent
time last year and for the freezing
weather.
five-year average.
Reporters
for
the
According to the Ken- statistics service rated
tucky
Agricultural the Commonwealth's
Statistics Service, barley fruit crops at 60 percent
has been damaged ex- poor 25 percent fair,
13
tensively in some areas. percent good and 2 perMost wheat is in fair to cent excellent.

PROTECT YOUR
- INVESTMENT
Murray Paving Co., Inc. is now
offering a new line of asphalt
pavement maintenance specializing in hot poured rubberized
crack filler and all types of
sealcoating.
We buy by volume passing the
savings on to you!
Phone 753-0411
for a free estimate

Ants use dead ants to collect dew

Nothing works
harder than a
Kubota B-Series
tractor. And there
are seven different
B-Series models,
ranging from 12 to
22 horsepower.
With that much variety, you're sure to find one that meets
your needs. Plowing, spraying, hauling, tilling, mowing and more
There's a Kubota just right for the job
You can also choose features
to make the work go easier. Like a
hydrostatic transmission, 3-point
hitch, 2-sped live mid or rear
PTO or 4-wheel drive.
So if you're looking for a
hard worker, look no further
than a Kubota B-Series
tractor.

20 Yrs. Distributor Sale
Livestock, Gooseneck,
Equipment and Horse Trailers
Reduced Prices on Special
Order Trailers and Trailers
in Stock

"I'm proud to say that
the
Department of
Agriculture recently approved a grant application for the Beatyville
facility as part of the
review process as the application works its way
to USDA for funding."
Boswell said. "We certainly hope the grant

goes through."
The Hopkinsville co-op
is beginning its first
year. Farmers in the coop will grow only peppers and a few acres of
squash, totalling about
800,000 plants.
"Although
the
Hopkinsville co-op is still
working on its financing,
we think it will work out
and provide good, additional
markets
to
Titipkinsville-area
farmers," Boswell said.
Kentucky's fifth co-op
will be in Corbin. 1986
will be a planning year
for the co-op. A survey
has been requested from
the USDA to determine
potential growers and
the
crops
which
members would be interested in growing

State farmers busy with planting

Paducah livestock report listed
Cattle 284 Calves 3
compared to last week.
Slaughter steers and
heifers untested, cows
steady -2.00 lower
decline on yield grade
1-3 offerings, bulls
1.00-2.00 higher, calves
poorly tested, vealers
untested, feeder steers
and heifers near steady.
SLAUGHTER COWS:
Breaking utility and
commercial 2 - 5
31.75-33.75, cutter and
boning utility 1-3
30.50-34.75. cutter 1-2
25.5(1 -30.50.
SLAUGHTER
BULLS: yield grade 1-2
1705 lb. indicating 79

In its second year of
operation, the Lexington
facility is expecting participating farmers to set
out 3.49 million plants
this year. The co-op
covers 31 counties, an increase over last year.
"The Lexington co-op
ran into some weather
and disease problems
lasts year. But with that
year of experience, it's in
great shape for this
season," Boswell said.
The Mountain Farm
Co-op in Beatyville is
another which is in its second year. Its farmers
plan to set 100 acres each
of
peppers
and
cucumbers. appoximately 2 million plants.

KUBOTA.

Nothing like it on earth'

8.5% A.P.R.
Financing Available

McKeel Equipment Company, Inc.

503 Walnut

Murray

753-3062

•

If you lived in New York, you would pay $153 for. 1,0(X)
kilowatthours of electricity. Here, you pay about $50.•
In fact, your rates are among the lowest anywhere. Not
just in the south, but across the entire country. FeV4 places',
large or small, Save cheaper residential rates.
Sometimes', it's nice to come out on top by rating near
the bottom.

West Kentucky Rural

Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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CCMS girls win meet;
Boyd paces 7th grade

Girls' track team
inks five recruits
Murray State University has signed five
recruits for its women's
track team.
Junior college
transfers Kathy Keenan
and Michelle Connell,
plus twin sisters Dawn
and Dianne Woodside
and Jenny Edmonds are
joining the Lady Racers
in the fall.
Keenan competes for
Illinois Valley Community College in
Oglesby, Ill. -The
LaSalle, Ill., native has
a personal best of 39:05
in the 10.000-meter run.
She will be a
sophomore.
A native of Glen
Burie. Md., Connell has
posted a 38:48 for the
10.000-meter run for
Canlonsville Community College in Baltimore.
Md. She will be a junior.
Both Keenan and Connell are Dean's List.
students and are competing in the junior college nationals.
The Wnnacifif;c

BalOornians and are the
sisters of Joe Woodside,
who competes for
MSU's men's track
team.
They also are heptathletes. Dawn has
thrown the javelin 153
feet. the discus 130 feet
and the shot 38 feet.
Dianne has high jumped
5-4, long jumped 18-0
and has run the
100-meter high hurdles
in 14.64.

Calloway County Middle School's girls' track
team won the Jackson,
Mo., Invitational
Saturday
The seventh grade
boys' squad placed second, while the eighth
grade boys' squad
finished third.
Led by Cynthia
Garland's two firstplace finishes, the Lady
Lakers collected 105
points, 23 more Aren
Farmington, Mo., which
came in second.
Garland set a meet
record in winning the
shot put at 29-4. She won
the 400-meter dash in
1:05.65 and placed second in the discus.
Michelle Stubblefield
captured the high jump
at 4-8, placed second in
the 200-meter dash in
28.8 and third in the
100-meter dash in 13.82.
Janna Wilson finished
second in the mile (6:03)
and third in the
800-meter run (2:47).
Kristi Starks placed
second in the 55-meter
hurdles in 10.57. while
Lisa Scalf placed second
in the long jump at 13-3.
Lori Rangel was
fourth in the mile in
6.15 Betsy Herndon

Edmonds hails from
Downers Grove, Ill. She
was a member of the
1985 state champion
cross country team. She
has a personal best of
11:19 in the 3,200-meter
run and 5:24 in the
1,600-meter run.
Gayle Peterson also
will join the Lady
Racers in the fall. She
was the No. 5 runner on
MSU's cross country
team in 1984. A junior in
eligibility, she spent the
past year studying in
France.

Mufflers
$2395

'We do all types of
muffler repair and installation. Dual exhaust conversion (vans
trucks).
&
GERRALD BOYD'S

'Loft photo It, Kent Brown

GALLOPING GREG — Calloway County's Greg Lassiter races down the
first base line after hitting a ground ball Saturday in the Lakers'9-1 win over
Lone Oak in Murray. The Lakers (20-8) tallied four runs in each of the first
two innings and one in the third. By beating the Purple Flash, they avenged
an earlier double-header sweep. Chuck Adams threw a complete came for
CCHS,allowing four hits. Mike Wheeler and Mike Garland cracked doubles
for the Lakers, who had five hits. Lone Oak (24-5) is one of the top teams in
the state.

AUTO REPAIR &
SERVICE CENTER
514
S. 12th

753-1750
Estb. 1956

The Cincinnati Reds
talked about winning,
and then player manager Pete Rose
showed them how to do
it against perhaps the
best pitcher in baseball.
Rose lined a three-run
single off Dwight
Gooden in the second inning and the Reds, with
the worst record in the
major leagues, hung on
to beat the New York
Mets 3-2 Sunday.
The loss was the first
of the season for
Gooden, 5-1, and ended
the seven-game winning
streak of the Mets,
whose 20-5 record is the
best in the majors.
"He's a lion, not a

Kulma is a 5-5 setter
with a 22-inch vertical
jump. She played for
Jefferson High School.
— Both Janna and
Stephanie are going to
contribute immediately," MSU head coach
Bob Ferguson said, "as
we don't have any setters returning. They will
add depth and versatility to our squad."
The Lady Racers
were 8-19 last year.

SNAPPER

S

'2995
P18580R13 $427°
P18575R14 '455°
$495°
$5380
P1 5580R13

P19575R14
P20575R14

lb.

whitewall

P20575R15

whitewall
P21575R15
whitewall
whitewall

P22575R15
P23575R15

$547°
$5755
$5940

$631°

whitewall
whitewall
whitewall
whitewall

whitewall

COUPON SPECIALS
1 Air Condition Charge & Test
Includes up to
I 2 lbs. of Freon.

SPRING SAVINGS EVENT
FREE ATTACHMENT-NO DOWN PAYMENT.NO PAYMENT FOR 90 DAYS•
During SNAPPER's Spring Savings Event, you get the best
SNAPPER values ever! Purchase a Hi-Vac' Riding Mower at
regular retail price and receive a FREE Single
Bag Grass
Catcher or a Dump Cart or 50% OFF our Twin Bag Catcher
,
or Bag-N-Wagon. Now's the time to make your lawn
a
SNAPPER lawn.For all the details visit your nearest
SNAPPER dealer today.
Take advantage of our convenient Snap-Credit Plan
a an with
which features no down payment and no payment for
90 days
A division of Fuqua Industries

Expires 05/21/86

Front Disc Brake Service
I Rear Brake Service

$4888 I

'4888

Includes: True rotors & drums, repack front wheel beorI mg, new front oil -seals.
Expires 05-21-86 I

o
•
_

Electronic Tune-Up

4 Cylinder
$3400

6 Cylinder

8 Cylinder

$3800

SINGLE BAG
GRASS CATCHER

Expires 05/21/86

vohJe
139.9S

,
o'rjH

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
The Fastest Growing Tire Company in
the Purchase Area because of our
I
Low Prices &
•1
Low Monthly
Payments
1
,1

Rudolph Goodyear
721 S. 12th St.

Brickey and Henderson
set meet records in winning the 4 x 100 and 4 x
200 relays. Their times
were 52.26 and 1:49.60.
Lee Shouse placed
sixth in the 800-meter
run in 2:36.
Eighth -grader
Michael Ross won the
mile in 5:05.9, a school
record. He finished
sixth in the 800-meter
run in 2:24.
Mike Ruccio placed
second in the high jump
(5-8 ), fifth in the
100-meter dash (12.22)
and sixth in the
200-meter dash (26.19).
Lonnie Brittain finiihed second in the shot put
(43-6) and the discus
(127-5).
Benji Kelly placed
fourth in the high jump'
at 4-10. Nat Manness
placed fourth in the shot
put at 39-6.
Allen Williams. Mark
Sallin, Will Gentry and
Chad Woods finished
third in the 4 x 200 relay
(1:46.55) and fifth in the
4 x 100 relay (51.95).
The eighth graders
earned 79 points, only
six points less than the
winning Charleston.
Mo., squad.

Rose sparks victory

MSU signs first recruits
for girls" volleyball squad
Murray State University has signed its first
two recruits ever for its
girls' volleyball team.
Janna Roach and
Stephanie Kulma, both
of Lafayette, Ind., will
display their talents for
the Lady Racers in the
fall.
Roach is a 5-8 setter
4th a 24-inch vertical
jump. She played for
McCutcheon High
School.

was fourth in the long
jump at 12-9.
Scalf placed sixth in
the 400-meter dash in
1:11.
The 4 x 200 relay team
of Garland. Starks,Pam
Bucy and Stubblefield
finished second in
1:59.8.
The 4 x 100 relay team
of Scalf, Susan Lax,
Latrisha Adams and
Bucy finished third in
59.98.
Michael Boyd was the
top point getter for the
seventh grade team,
which accumalated 79
points to 111 for
Charleston, Mo.
Boyd was second in
the long jump (16-9).
shot put (38-5) and the
100-meter dash (12.51).
He also placed third in
the 200-meter dash
(26.67).
Lonnie Henderson set
a meet record of 5-4 in
the high jump, giving
him first place. He placed fifth in the discus at
80-5.
Randy Swift finished
second in the 100-meter
hurdles in 16.80. Jason
Adams finished third in
the 400-meter dash in
1:01.2.
ariamc Swift Billy

lamb," Rose said of Maldonado. after ,catGooden, -the. 1985 Na- ching pinch-hitter Tito
tional League—t'y Young Landrum's short fly ba
winner. "But he doesn't in the eighth inning.
throw it so hard that it
With one out in the
can't be hit."
eighth, McGee singled
Prior to the game. and took third on a
Rose told his players to single by Clint Hurdle.
hold a meeting to Landrum, batting for
discuss their dismal 7-19 Andy Van Slyke. hit a
start. Rose excused blooper that Gladden
himself from the get- caught, but tumbled to
together.
the turf after colliding
"I wanted the players with Maldonado.
to talk things over
The visiting Giants,
without anybody from who tied the game in the
the front office there, so eighth on Chili Davis'
they could say anything RBI single, made five
they want," Rose said. errors, three by rookie
"I couldn't begin to tell second baseman Rob
you what happened at it. Thompson.
But they came out of it
Pirates 4, Astros 3
with a positive
Bill Almon hit an
attitude."
inside-the-park home
Gooden lasted just
run with one out in the
five innings and gave up
12th inning, leading Pitteight hits. It marked the
sburgh and reliever
first time he had not pitJose DeLeon over
ched at least eight innHouston.
ings this season, and
Almon hit a sinking
was his shortest outing
liner to right field off
since last Aug. 15
Charles Kerfeld, 3-1,
against Philadelphia.
that Terry Puhl tried to
In other NL games
shoestring. The ball
Sunday, Montreal held
skipped into the corner
off Los Angeles 4-3, St.
and Puhl fell trying to
Louis edged San Franretrieve it, allowing
cisco 4-3, .Pittsburgh
Almon to score standing
beat Houston 4-3- in 12 inup.
nings. Philadelphia
DeLeon. making his
defeated Atlanta 2-1 and
first appearance in the
Chicago pounded San
majors since going 2-19
Diego 9-5.
last season, shut out the
Expos 4, Dodgers 3
Astros on one hit over
Montreal left fielder
the last 3 2-3 innings.
Tim Raines fielded Bill
Phillies 2, Bravest
Madlock's single and
Ron Roenicke's RBI
threw out Steve Sax at
single with two outs in
the plate for the final out
ninth inning gave
of the game, enabling
Philadelphia and Steve
the Expos to win their
Bedrosian the victory
eighth straight game.
over Atlanta. Roenicke
Raines also extended
singled home Von
his hitting streak to 15
Hayes, who led off the
games with two hits, in- ninth
with a double
cluding an RBI single
against Craig McMurduring a three-run
try. 1-2.
second.
Cardinals 4, Giants 3
Cubs 9,Padres5
Willie McGee trotted
Bob Dernier hit a twohome from third base run double in the
after San Francisco seventh inning that gave
center fielder Dan Glad- Chicago an 8-5 lead, and
den collided with left then stole home as the
fielder Candy Cubs beat San Diego.

IS YOUR HOME WORTH
S60.000 OR MORE?
2 YEAR UMITED WARRANTY
HURRY! OFFER ENDS SOON
AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS
• Finance charges accrue from date of delivery

ALL SEASONS
LAWN & LEISURE, INC.
205 N. 4th

Murray

753-4110

If your answer is "yes", you'll want to learn
about our Home Defender policy. It's a deluxe
homeowners package with a host of built-in
coverage extras ..and it's ofSlate Auto
f_rl
fered at low preferred rates.' s
i
a Insurance
-ue Convers`
Call us today,

PURDOM 1 THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southsecie of the CI Square

n3-4451
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Racers compete in two track meets
Murray State's men's championships. Rolantrack team competed in do Greene finished
two meets over the fourth at 44-2.
weekend.
Arvadio Ferguson
Saturday, the Racers was' third in the
were at Memphis State 1 10-meter hurdles
for the Memphis in May (15.25) and fifth in the
Festival.
long jump (21-11) at
Sunday, they were at Memphis State.
Tony Coates took
Southeast Missouri
State for the Pepsi third in the high jump at
6-8.
Invitational.
"We looked very slugMSU's Patterson gish Saturday/' MSU
Johnson took second head coach Jay
place in the triple jump Flanagan said. "I think
Saturday with a leap of coming off a week of
49-2, well off the 52-9 he finals really took its
posted in April to toll."
qualify for the NCCA
Johnson, Ferguson

and Coates posted better results Sunday,
however.
Johnson leapt 50-9% in
the triple jump,
finishing second.Ferguson was second
in the high jump at 23-3
and fourth in the triple
jump at 47-214.
Coates went over at
6-7 to place third in the
high jump.
Johnson also finished
second in the 400-meter
hurdles (55.78), fourth
in the long jump (23-4)
and ran a leg of the
fourth-place 4 x 100
relay team.

Ferguson finished second in the 110-meter
hurdles in a personal
best of 15.07, and he ran
on the 4 x 100 relay team
and the first-place 4 x
400 relay team, which
posted a 3:24.05.
Coates was fifth in the
long jump at 21-11 and
fifth in the triple jump
at 42-9.
Mike Ramsey placed
second in the 400-meter
dash (49.24), sixth in the
200-meter dash (22.78)
and ran on the 4 x 100
and 4 x 400 relay teams.
Calvin Turnley finished fourth in the

76ers, Celtics get top draft picks
NEW YORK (AP) With Philadelphia and
Boston getting the first
two picks in the June 17
collegiate draft, NBA
Commissioner David
Stern said it might be
time to consider a way
to prevent weak teams
from trading their firstround picks.
"If I had my way, I'd
clamp down on teams
trading first rounders,"
Stern said. "Weaker
teams have been the
ones who often resist
curbs on dealing firstround picks. They want
to be free to deal their
assets, and many of
them feel that a top
draft pick is one of their
prime assets."
The Celtics and 76ers,

owners of the best and
fourth-best records in
the league, traded
players they had little
use for to get the firstround picks of the Los
Angeles (formerly San
Diego) Clippers and
Seattle. Without the
trades, it would have
been the Clippers and
SuperSonics in Sunday's
draft lottery that determined the order for the
first eight picks.
But once the
envelopes were placed
in a plexiglass drum and
opened one by one, luck
took over, and
Philadelphia and Boston
proved to be as lucky as
they are good.
"We had an overload
of forwards and San
Diego was trying to put

together a team,"
Philadelphia General
Manager Pat Williams
said of the 1979 deal that
sent Joe Bryant to the
Clippers in exchange for
their 1986 first-round
pick. "The Clippers probably felt 1986 would
never come, but they
also could have been the
world champions by
now."
Following
Philadelphia and Boston
in the lottery were the
four teams who did not
make the playoffs Golden State, Indiana,
New York and Phoenix,
respectively. Dallas, a
third playoff team, will
pick seventh, and
Cleveland will choose
eighth.

The only consolation
for the rest of the league
is that Boston and
Philadelphia may not
get a franchise player,
one who can keep them
at the top for another 10
years.
In the last three
seasons, Patrick Ewing,
Akeem Olajuwon and
Ralph Sampson were
clear-cut No. 1 choices,
but there is considerable doubt about
who will be the first
selection this year.
The first pick could be
7-footer Brad Daugherty of North Carolina.
"If you polled any five
NBA executives,
Daugherty would probably be the frontrunner," Williams said.

Milwaukee travels to Boston
for Eastern Division final series
MILWAUKEE (AP) season against the hobbling
on an injured added.
- With the Philadelphia Boston Celtics, who left heel.
Nelson said Sunday's
Jinx now out of the way, finished with a 67-15
The Bucks won all victory was the "nicest
the Milwaukee Bucks record and defeated three games against
win I ever had" because
will seek to work some Milwaukee in all five Philadelphia when Mon- the Bucks
came out on
magic in the next round regular -season crief played and managtop of an emotional,
of the playoffs against meetings.
ed just one victory hard-fought series.
the NBA's wirmingest
Still, Milwaukee for- without him.
"You can put on top of
team.
ward Terry Cummings
"It's still day to day," that our beating Philly
But the Bucks have is thinking positively.
Moncrief, who scored 23 and winning the seventh
yet to succeed this
"We're going to go in points in 35 minutes Sun- game of a seven-g
ame
there expecting to win. day, said of his status series for
the first
We can't afford to have for the Boston series. "I time," Nelson
said.
any emotional let- didn't reinjure it playJulius Erving took the
downs," Cummings said ing (Sunday). That's a 76ers' last shot,
a short
after scoring 27 points in positive sign."
jumper with three
the
Bucks'
113-112 vic"We're a little bruised seconds remaining, but
The University of
Kentucky's head foot- tory over the 76ers Sun- up," Milwaukee Coach missed. Players from
ball coach, Jerry day to advance to the Don Nelson said, "But both teams were
Claiborne, is speaking Eastern Conference we won't hurt as much scrambling for the ball
at an alumni association finals. "It's the only (today) as we would as time ran out.
dinner Friday at the way to think. You can't have if we had lost."
"I had the open shot
Paducah Community go in there thinking
But Moncrief said it and it was not a bad shot
otherwise."
College gym.
will be difficult to erase to have in that situaThe picnic-style buffet
Boston should be well- the memory of losing
tion," Erving, who
dinner begins at 7 p.m. rested for Tuesday
's four of five playoff mat- scored 17 points, said.
A reception preceeds it Game 1 in the
Boston chup with Philadelphia, "It was a shot that we
at 6:30 p.m.
Garden after it including last year's
would ask for if we were
The dinner costs $6.50 eliminated
Atlanta in four-game sweep.
In that situation again."
a person.
Game 5 of their series
"It's in the past. All
Reservations must be last
Cummings, who
Tuesday. The we can deal with is
made by 5 p.m. Tues- Bucks,
played most of the game
however, en- 1986," he said. "But I
day, May 13. For a dured
with a dislocated finger
a bruising seven- don't think people are
reservation, call Steve
game series with going to forget the years on his left hand, said the
Bright at 753-5442 bet- Philadel
first thing he did after
phia and guard prior to 1986."
ween 8:30 a.m. and 5 Sidney
Erving's shot was to
Moncrief, the
Although Cummings
p.m. on Tuesday.
make sure Charles
soul of the team, is still said the jinx didn't
apply to this year's squad - Barkley didn't get the
rebound. Barkley had 18
"this team is different"
points and 12 rebounds,
- he admitted the win
well below his playoff
was sweet.
"I thirek it's averages of 25.6 and
16.1.
something our team will
relish for many years to
Craig Hodges had 24
come," he said.
points for Milwaukee,
Murray State Univer- vnling [lee bnacKs and
"I've been waiting Including the winning
sity is hosting a free lunch to participants.
four years for it to hapbasket on a goaltending
summer sports camp Buses will stop daily at
pen," Milwaukee forcall against Barkley
June 30-Aug. 2 far designated points to
ward Paul Pressey
with 29 seconds left.
selected boys and girls pick up and drop
off
ages 10 through 16 from campers.
Calloway, Fulton,
Information sheets
Graves, Hickman and and application forms
Marshall counties.
are available in the
Sponsored by the Of- principal's office of
fice of Community Ser- each school in the five
vices and the National counties. Children are
Collegiate Athletic encouraged to pick
up a
Association, the Na- form, complete it and
tional Youth Sports Pro- submit it as soon as
gram includes both possible.
enrichment and instrucAnyone with questions
tion and competition in about the program
may
several sports.
call Eddie Morris at
The camp runs from 9 762-4458 or Lalisha
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Mon- Payne at 762-2089
from 8
day thrlough Friday.
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday
The program is through Friday.
Save now on no-wax floors that are
organized into two
easy to install yourself.
areas: an activity program which includes inNs-Wu
struction and competition in a variety of
Oil, Lube &
Was t6.99 Sq. Yd.
sports activities and an
Aker
enrichment program
NOW $495Sq. Yd.
includes
that includes instruction
9.12' room as Ntlie es 05940
up to 5 qts $ 1 1
"
in the dangers of drug
of oil, lubricate chassis
and alcohol abuse.
install new oN ate,
nutrition, personal
Expires 5-21-88
health and career and
educational
opportunities.
The U.S Department
V. mi. S. of Hazol, KY
S. 12111 St. 7534595
498-8964
of Agriculture is .pro-

UK alumni
to hear
Claiborne

MSU sports camp
free for some youths

100-meter dash (10.99),
fourth in the 200-meter
run (22.56) and ran on
the 4 x 400 and 4 x 100
relay teams.
Greene was the fourth
member of the 4 x 400
relay team.
-This was a much better day for us,"
Flanagan said. "We
again looked competitive. A night's rest
must have helped."
The Racers compete
Friday in the Mid-West
Invitational in Chicago.

K Mart,
register wins
K Mart and Pagliai's
won games Friday in
the Murray Little
League.
K Mart, behind
Michael Lovett's 3-for-3
performance, downed
the Fraternal Order of
Police (FOP) 7-2. 0,
Pagliai's edged D & W
6-5 on Damon Cohoon's
single in the bottom of
the sixth inning.
Lovett hit a home run,
double and single for K
Mart. Neale Lax, Bryan
Anderson, Mickey
Futrell, Hal Nance and
Jeremy Grogran contributed one hit apeice.
Lucas Denhart, Allen
Jourdan and Ryan
Dawson had extra base
hits for FOP. Brian McClard had two hits.
Futrell and Anderson
pitched for K Mart.
Jourdan and Denhart
pitched for FOP.
Seth Arant scored
twice for Pagliai's,
while Chris Garland,
Kasey Zehr, Toby
Latimer and Curtis
Bucy scored once.
Billy Haskins cracked
a triple and scored twice
for D & W. Michael Carr
also hit a triple, and he
scored once, as did Mitchell Fike and Todd
Thomas.

plyzok

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Onnsion
W I. Rd
GB
Boston
20
667 10
New York
IS
11
633
1
Cleveland
17
11
607
2
Milwaukee
16
13
552 3.1
Baltimore
14
14
500 5
Detroit
14
14
500 5
Toronto
13
IS
419 74
West Dinvon
Texas
15
13
536 California
17
15
531 Oakland
16
16
500
1
Minnesota
13
433
17
3
Kansas City
12
16
429 3
Chicago
10
Ili
357
5
Seattle
11
21
344
6
Saturday's Games
Chicago 4. Cleveland 0, II Innings
Boston 1. Oakland 2. 10 InnIngs
Baltimore 5. Kansas City 2
New York 4, Texas 3
Minnesota 12, Detroit 2
Seattle 8. Toronto 7. 11 innings
Milwaukee 4, California 2
Sunday's Games
Chicago 5. Cleveland 4
Baltimore 4, Kansas City 3
Detroit 4, Minnesota 1
Texas 6, New York 3. 1st game
Texas 9. New York 1. 2nd game
Boston 6. Oakland 5
California 5. Milwaukee 1
Toronto 4. Seattle 3
Mondays Games
Texas (Hough 1-01 at Cleveland (Heaton 1,1), ( n )
Chicago (Seaver 2.21 at Baltimore I McGregor 2.31.
n
Detroit (LaPotnt 0.11 at Kansas City (Jackson 0-0
New York (Rasmussen 2-1) at Minnesota (Portugal
0-21. in)
Milwaukee (Higuera 4-2( at Seattle Wilcox 0.5
I
Toronto (Clancy 2-21 at Oakland )Ancliciar 4,11, in )
Boston (Nipper 3-31 at California (Sutton 1-3). n
--NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Dryisson
New York
20
5
800
Montreal
17
10
630 4
St Louis
15
13
464
94
Pittsburgh
14
12
462
Chicago
448 9
16
13
Philadelphia
11
423 9N.
15
West Division
Houston
17
607
11
San Francisco
18
14
563
1
San Diego
15
16
484
Atlanta
13
448
16
4
Los Angeles
14
424
19
Cirftinnati
7
269 9
19
Saturday's Games
New York 5. Cincinnati 1
Chictigo 6, San Diego 5
Montreal 3. Los Angeles 2 11 Innings
Houston 6. Pittsburgh 81
Atlanta 3. Philadelphia 1
St Louis 6, San Francisco 3
Sunday's Games
I. ▪
MU. 5,ITVWT6111C7s
Pittsburgh 4. Houston 3 12 innings
Philadelphia 2. Atlanta 1
St Louis 4. San Francisco 3
Chicago 9 San Diego 5
Montreal 4, Los Angeles 3
Monday's Games
Cincinnati (Denny 1-4) at Montreal ) McGafflgan
2-0),

,009 g-o

C'Ise Farm rs Piece

Mahler 2-4.1 at New York Fernandes 4-0i,

In'

Philadelphia I Rawley 3,3) at Houston
0-0). In)
Only games scheduled

Deshates

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (63 at bats I -Galarraga. Montreal. 373.
Ray. Pittaburgh, 373, Gwynn. San Diego. 344. Her
riandez. New York. 337. Brooks. Montreal, 333
RUNS-WCIark. San Francisco, 22. Gladden, San
Francisco. 21, Leonard. San Francisco, 20. Orsulak,
Pittsburgh. 20, 4 are tied with 19
RBI- Brooks. Montreal. 24, Schmidt, Philadelphia,
24 Marshall. Los Angeles. 33. Leonard San Fran
dace,. 22; Ray. Pittsburgh. 22
HITS-Gwynn, San Diego, 43, Ray. Pittsburgh. 41,
Le
onar
d.San
Francisco, 38. Brooks, Montreal, 37, Sandberg.
Chicago. 36. Sax. Los Angeles. M. WClark . San FranCISCO, 36
DOUBLES-Hernandez. New York. 11. RFteynolds
Pittsburgh. 10: Brooks. Montreal.9, RThompeon. San
Francisco. 9. Raines, Montreal. 9. Sandberg.
Chicago. 9. WC1ark, San Francisco.
TRIPLES-Brooks. Montreal. 3. Coleman. StLouls.
3. Raines. Montreal, 3. Sate tied with 2
HOME RUNS-Brooks. Montreal, 7. Dawson. Mon•
treal. 7, GDavis. Houston, 7, Marshall, Los Angeles.
7. Murphy. Atlanta, 7
STOLEN BASES-Duncan, Los Angeles. 13 IJoran,
Houston, 12, EDavis. Cincinnati, 11, Raines Mon,
treat. 10, Coleman. StLouts, 9. Dykstra. New York. 9
PITCHING (3 decisions )-Bielecki. Pittsburgh. 3.0,
1 000, 3.90. Darling. New York. 3-0 1 000 441, Fer,
nandez.New York. 4-0. 1 000, 276. LaCoss. San Francisco, 3.0, 1 000.1,53. Oleda. New York. 5-0, 1 000, 1 49.
Tibbs. Montreal. 3-0. 1 000. 1 84
STRIKEOUTS-ZSmith. Atlanta. 53, Scott.
Houston. 52, Welch. Los Angeles. 49. Valenzuela, Los
Angeles. 41, Palmer. Atlanta. 43. Sutcliffe Chicago.
43
SAVES-DSmith. Houston. 9. Orcaco New York 6
Bailer. Chicago. 5. Gossage. San Diego. 5. 5 are tied
with 4
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 63 at bats - Yount, Milwaukee, 386,
Puckett. Minnesota. 381 Boggs. Boston 363 Allan,
son, Cleveland. 353, Fletcher, Texas. 338
• RUNS-Puckett. Minnesota, 31. RHenderson, New
York. 27. Joyner. California 24, Phillips Oakland. 24,
°Brien. Texas. 23
RBI-Joyner. California 29. Canseco. Oakland, 28.
Mattingly. New York. 26. ADavis. Seattle. 25. Rice,
Boston, 25
HITS-Puckett. Minnesota. 48 Yount. Milwaukee.
44. Joyner. California. 42. Boggs, Boston, 41, Moseby.
Toronto. 41
DOUBLES-Boggs. Boston, 11. Downing, California, II. Buckner Boston. it, DwEvans, Boston, 10,
Rice, Boston 10. Tabler Cleveland, 10. White. Kan•
sas City, 10
TRIPLES-Fletcher. Texas, 3, 12 are tied with 2
HOME BUNS-Puckett. Minnesota, 11, Canseco,
Oakland, 10, Joyner California, 10, ADavis, Seattle,
Brunansky. Minnesota, 7. GThomas, Seattle, 7.
Gaetti. Minnesota, 7
STOLEN RASES-RHenderson. New York. V.
Cangelosi, Chicago. IS, Moseby, Toronto, 10.,felder
Milwaukee. 9, Tolleson, Chicago. 8, Wligins,
8PITCHING (3 decisions )-Boddicker. Baltimore
3-0. 1 000. 307. Clemens. Boston. 5-0, 1 000. 1 99. Haas
Oakland, 6-1, 657. 2.24. Sate tied with 800
STRIKEOUTS-Clemens. Boston 60, Hurst,
Boston, 57. Ri)o. Oakland. 55, Higuera Milwaukee
46: MWItt, California. 41: Morris, Detroit, 41
SAVES-Aase, Baltimore. 8. Righetti. New York R.
Camacho, Cleveland. 6, DMoore California. 6. Har
Os, Texas, 6, Hernandez, Detroit, 6
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SALE

From minor repairs to major
remodeling...we have all it takes!

1
20 Ft.

Aluminum
Extension
Ladder
Economy Studs
•Idool for
oniony prolocts

•Approx.
I" long

Lauan Interior
Prehung Door
•Includas door, from
and casing
'Easy to install
'All stock sizes

vinyl
Imperial° Accotost*

@Instrong

RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR

Atlanta

bate a Wad rL"ghb°1

Larry Krouse Insurance

prices on
eye-pleasing
Armstrong
floors.

SPECIAL
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SCOREBOARD

Chris Bailey and Bucy
threw for Pagliai's. Billy Haskins, Fike and
Carr threw for D & W.

r
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Paschall Salvage

Rickman *;'1'red
Norsworthy 07111te'
LUMBER COMPANY,111C. CHARGE ITT

500 S. Attft. fleursay
Store Hours:
7 5 Mon. Fri.. 8 12 Sot.

753-6450

Start you home improvements today. You've
got what it takes when you
hove a HWI Do-It Card.
VISA & MottorCorrl
oho occoof•d.
CASH & CARRY -

1
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Kentucky News In Brief
S

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) — The father of an
Eastern Kentucky University student who died
in March after drinking too much aloohol at the
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house has filed a damage
suit against the chapter and its national
headquarters.
In his suit, Samuel J. Dailey, of Erlanger,
claims his son, Michael J. Dailey, 19, died as a
result of negligence by the fraternity. The suit
seeks an unspecified amount in punitive and
other damages.
It was filed last week in Madison Circuit Court.
Kenneth D. Tracey, executive director of
SAE's national headquarters, said he had not
seen the suit and could not comment on its
contents.
However. Tracey said "the national fraternity
does not have an agency relationship" with its
local chapter and, therefore, is not legally
responsible.
"We have never been sued successfully," he
said.
Chip Spencer, president of the SAE chapter at
EKU, could not be reached Friday for comment.
Madison County Coroner Embry Curry said
Michael Dailey's death was caused by acute
ethyl alcohol intoxication, and he ruled the death
accidental.
Curry said an autopsy found that Dailey had a
blood-alcohol level of 0.42 percent in some parts
of his body when he died March 7. Under Kentucky law a person is presumed to be intoxicated
when he or she has a blood-alcohol level of 0.10
percent.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A U.S. District
Court judge has declared a mistrial in the case of
three men on trial on drug charges stemming
from a 1985 Henry County marijuana raid
because the jury failed to reach a verdict.
The jury deliberated for three days before
Judge Scott Reed declared the mistrial Friday.
Arvin Palmer and Curtis Moore, both of Henry
County, and Donald P. Clark of Marion County
were each charged with one count of conspiracy
to manufacture marijuana and one count of
manufacturing marijuana.
They were indicted last September, a month
after state police and federal Drug Enforcement
Administration officers raided a Henry County
marijuana field. Officers destroyed more than
2,000 marijuana plants at the site.
Chief Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert F.
Trevey said the government plans to retry the
cases.
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AWARDED SCHOLARSHIP — Julie Gargus of Murray (right) talks with
Dr. Virginia Slimmer, chairman of the Department of Home Economics at
Murray State University, about her selection as the recipient of the Fisher
Price Scholarship. The $200 award is presented to a child development major at Murray State with a high grade point average who has demonstrated
excellence in her work with children.
St

SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Janet Gore of Evansville, Ind.,(right) accepts
congratulations from Dr. Virginia Slimmer, chairman of the Department of
Home Economics at Murray State University, on her selection as a recipient
of the Karen Richards McGinnis Memorial Scholarship. The $500 award
is
presented through the Department of Home Economics and providbs for
non-Kentucky undergraduate students who have chosen home economics
as
a major field of study. Kristen Sickling of Honolulu, Hawaii, (not pictured)
also received a McGinnis Scholarship, which was established in 1972 as
a'
perpetual scholarship in memory of the late Karen Richards McGinnis
of
Columbus, Ohio,a 1966 graduate of the university. Mrs. McGinnis, who completed her degree in home economics, died Oct. 6, 1972, at the age of 28.

ACIIA‘
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FAIRLESS SCHOLARSHIP WINERS — Sue Fairless, emeritus faculty
member in the Department of Home Economics at Murray State University, chats with Kathy Ann Henry of Princeton and Carol Ainsworth of Poplar
Bluff, Mo., recipients of $500 Sue Fairless Home Economics Undergraduate
Scholarships. The awards are designated for home economics majors with
an emphasis in textiles and fashion who intend to pursue a career in that
area. Ms. Fairless taught at Murray State from 1959 to 82.

THE NEXT
12 TO 24
MONTHS COULD
WAN A
LOT TO YOUR
MONEY

'A
•

•

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Frances Brown,emeritus faculty member
at
Murray State University (left) chats with Jennifer Goodwin of Princeton
and Rebecca Noffsinger of Murray, recipients of $500 Frances E.
Brown
Home Economics Scholarships at Murray State. The Brown scholarship
is
awarded to students who have demonstrated interest in the home economics
profession by active participation in departmental organizations and
exhibited leadership qualities while maintaining a grade point average of 3.25
or above. Ms. Brown taught home economics at Murray State for 30 years.

4
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SCHOLARSHIP WINNER — Todd Rose of Murray accepts
congratulations
from Dr. Joseph T. Fuhrma.nn, chairman of the scholarship committee
for
the Department of History at Murray State University, as the
recipient of
the $1,000 Robert 0. Miller Scholarship for pr -law students,
administered
by the Murray State University Foundation. Rose has received
renewal of
the award for the 1986-87 academic year. A junior history major
at Murray
State, he is the son of Mary Brooks Rose of Murray and William
Rose of
Benton.

China to launch satellites
PEKING i AP ) —
China will launch two
U.S. communications
satellites with its Long
March 3 rockets, the of-

/

ficial English-language
China Daily reported
today.
Teresat Inc., based in
Houston. Texas. and

Hello,
stranger!

0
.
SIMPLE INTEREST

EARN UP TO

Searching tor answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles

FDIC INSURED
Start Earning Higher Rates
With A C.D. From Citizens
Citizens Bank of Paducah was founded in 1888 and is the
largest bank west of Louisville. For a limited time Citizens
is offering 7.50% for 12 month certificates and 8.0% for 24
month certificates. You can start earning higher rates on
your money now by simply completing the coupon and sending it to us today with your check. Your C.D. will be sent
to you by return mail. You may have your interest mailed
monthly, quarterly or reinvested annually. We also offer
competitive rates on deposits of $100,000. For more
information on any of these certificates call us
502-444-6321 and ask for Dennis Lane or Shirley Walker.

very

of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be
one of the very first nice things to happen
when you're new here.

MINIMUM DEPOSIT 55,000

at

PLEASE PRINT
MAIL TO: Citizens Bank and Trust Co., P.O. Box 2400
Paducah. Kentucky 42002-2400
NAME(s):

tar.,

CALL

-Hostess

Asst. Hostess

M/

Kathryn
Outland
753-3079

ingatiorg
King
492-8348,

—•
Laat

0•OV4

nct

China Great Wall Industry Corp., a division
of China's Astronautics
Ministry, have signed a
memorandum of agreement on the launching,
the newspaper said.
It did not say when the
document was signed.
The two satellites will
be carried by the threestage Long March 3
from China's launching
center in Xichang.
Sichuan province. They
were recovered from
faulty orbits in 1984 by
the U.S. space shuttle
Discovery, the China
Daily said.
The first satellite will
be launched no later
than December 1987, the
report quotes Teresat
President Henry A.
Schwartz as saying. It
ilId not say how much
Teresat will pay for the
service.
The first satellite will
be put into orbit for
business communica-'
tions in the United
States and the second
will be placed over the
Pacific Ocean for air
traffic communications.
the newspaper said.

ADDRESS:
Substantial penaltc for earl

t ithdrawal

••
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY

Street or R

PHONE:

C

11%

Slat

' owner co-owner
Enclosed is my check for $
12-month 7.50'4 CD. 24-month 8.0%..C.I)
I wish my interest to be mailed: = monthly, \quarterly
I prefer my interest added to Certificate annuall;:

SS #:
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SPECIAL:
Buy a Bat-B-C1 Plate and
get a FREE Med. Drink

Plate comes whh
Bar-B-0, French Fries,
Baked Beans & Slaw

$300
Sp•cial Good May 9 15

Chestnut St. Murray

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers
753-0045
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Senate bill would allow export
of drugs prior to FDA approval
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — A bill
to allow American pharmaceutical companies to export
drugs not yet approved by the
Food and Drug Administration
Is at the top of the Senate's agenda this week.
The measure, which is cosponsored by Sens. Orrin G.
Hatch, R-Utah, and Edward M.
Kennedy, D-Mass., would allow
companies to sell these unlicensed drugs to nations that already
have approved their safety and
effectiveness.
Kennedy and Hatch argue that
American drug companies that
have offshore operations can
already sell unapproved drugs
on the world market and that
their bill would encourage these
businesses to maintain U.S.
operations.
The bill will "stimulate
research and production of new
pharmaceuticals for tropical
diseases and health conditions
which are rampant in the Third

World but which are virtually
unknown in this country," Kennedy said.
But Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, argues the bill
"is legislation that makes'Made
in America' a dirty word around
the world."
Metzenbaum said the bill
"would codify an immoral double standard in our food and
drug law and give the pharmaceutical industry a blank
check to export any type of drug
it chooses."
Kennedy said the language he
worked out with Hatch, the
chairman of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee,
includes safeguards that should
prevent abuses that Metzenbaum fears.
The first votes are expected on
Tuesday with final action
scheduled for Wednesday.
Hatch and Kennedy said the
bill would encourage the growing pharmaceutical industry to
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remain on U.S. shores, thereby
helping to cut the nation's trade
deficit.
Trade will be a big issue in the
House this week, where a fight
looms over legislation intended
to push the Reagan administration to take tougher measures
against unfair foreign
competition.
The zeal of Democratic proponents is undampened by administration claims it made progress at last week's economic
summit in Tokyo.
"The summit surely hasn't
eradicated the problem," House
Majority Leader Jim Wright, DTexas, told reporters last week.
"We still have a trade deficit
that has cost us 4 million
American jobs."
The bill appears headed for
approval by the Democraticcontrolled House even though
President Reagan is expected to
veto it.

•
MSU STUDENTS HEAD FOR DENTAL
SCHOOL — Four Murray State University students hate been
accepted for admission into dental schools for
the 1988 fall semester. They are (from left) Randall
Rohmiller of Sikeston, Mo., University of
Missouri Dental School; Carol McCraa of Hopkins% ille.
University of Louisville School of Dentistry;
and Todd Evans of Cave In Rock. Ill. l nit ersitt of
Louisville. Dr. Vaughn Vandegritt (right),
chairman of the Department of Chemistrt at Murray State,
serves as pre-dental adviser to the students.
Not pictured is Tim Barnes of Hopkins% ilk-. vt ho ha
bevn
accepted at the University of Louisville.
/IP

Grads with recreation/ youth major have bright outlook
Results of a survey of youthserving agencies within a
300-mile radius of Murray State
University project a bright
career outlook for students with
the recreation major/youth
agency administration minor.
Responses to the survey,
which was distributed two years
ago, were compiled recently and
prove what Dr. Jerry Lyons,
assistant professor in the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation, and
Phil Jachowicz, executive director of the youth agency administration program at Murray State already know — jobs
are available for Murray State's
recreation/youth agency administration students.
Survey respondents indicated
that as many as 181 entry level
positions could be available in
their youth-serving agencies
this year.
"The job market is wide open
in this area," Lyons stated,

"and that gives physical education and recreation majors an
idea of the career potential
available to them."
He added that the survey
results should be encouraging to,
incoming students, as well as
freshmen and sophomores, to
find an area with an abundance
of entry-level positions and the
oportunity for future
development.
Jachowicz estimated that 70
students are minoring in youth
agency administration at Murray State, and between one half
and one third of them are majoring in some area of the Department of Health. Physical Education and Recreation.
The youth agency administration program at Murray State
was initiated in 1983 and is in
conjunction with American
Humanics, Inc., a non-profit
organization which fosters and
develops career studies in the
field. Murray State is one of 13

colleges and universities in the
country with an American
Humanics program, and the only one in Kentucky.
"The program develops competent students in a broad
scope," Lyons noted. "It combines major recreation program
skills with management skills."
Core courses in the youth
agency administration minor include an introduction to youth
agency administration, support
systems lind fundraising for
voluntary youth agencies and an
internship. Each course of study
is tailored to the specific student
and his/her major and the
organization and job position of
interest.
"Our students aren't just learfling how to 'do' recreational
programming, they're learning.;
how to run things," Lyons said.
Ten students will graduate
from the program May 10 as certified youth agency administrators, Jachowicz said.
He and Lyonik agreed the Mur-

ray State graduates of the
another big advantage, Lyons 'product'."
recreation/youth agency adnoted.
Formerly an executiv•.
ministration program can sucJachowicz cited the case of
tor of a Boys Club in
cessfully compete in the job
two graduating seniors who had
Wis., Jachowicz said
market with students from any
jobs lined up with an agency that
be willing to exchanp,
other schools.
fell through: because the 'head
eight-member stw. tic .
"If they want to get a job with
personnel executive for the
with at that fact'..
one of the youth-serving agenagency had been on campus and
year's graduates
1,•(,
cies, they will," the executive
developed a relationship with
gram, that's how C,irlflrit'nt
I'
director commented.
the students, he is working with
of their ability
Through the connection with
them to find other jobs with the
Lyons said the prograiii
American Humanics, Jachowicz
agency.
said he is able to keep in touch
broad appeal and characterize'
The students in the program
the "ideal" student at!II(
with executives at the 11 AHare successful because they are
recreation youth agent y ad
related agencies — American
willing to work as volunteers or
ministration combination
Red Cross, Big Brothers/Big
hi way: "Someone with an intens.,
Sisters, Boys Clubs, Boy Scouts, for little pay in order to gain
caring about working with peo
Camp Fire, 4-H, Girls Clubs, experience
"Experience is fundamental
pie; someone -.committed tt
Girl Scouts, Junior Achieveto success in the job market,
achieving goals and willing t.
ment, YMCA, YWCA and United
Jachowicz pointed out.
work through them."
Way — and be aware of the
--Adiiitional information aboi:,
entry-level jobs that are "Employers are looking for per-801W with—degrees-and the .ex,-- --the—pregram- can be obtainer
aliailable. -perience to back it up."
from Jachowicz. 5021 762 :-S41;As an American HumanicsHe added the demand for Muror Lyons, I 5021 762-62s6or h \
affiliated university, Murray
ray State students as interns is
writing Youth Agency Nil
State is able to host the agency
growing at various agencies
ministration, Executive !iota
executives for seminars and
"because we're getting a
tor. Murray State Um'
meetings with the students, reputation for having a
Murray. Ky.. 42071,
quality

Commonwealth Diploma
earned by Murray seniors
Murray High seniors Laura
Ann Cella and Luke Harrington
are among 117 students from 17
schools state-wide to be awarded the Commonwealth Diploma.
Miss Cella, the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. Charles Cella, 1708
Plainview Dr., and Harrington,
the son of Dr. and Mrs. Tracy
Harrington, 1713 Plainview Dr.,
were among the first recipients
of the diploma approved last
year by Superintendent of
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald to recognize outstanding high school graduates.
To receive a Commonwealth
Diploma,student must complete
the standard 22 credit units, four
of which must be in specified ac-

vanced placement classes, according to Bill Wells, high school
principal.
Wells said that the two-seniors
will also receive a comprehensive diploma in addition to the
diploma from the Kentucky
Department of Education.
Miss Cella and Harrington
also had to take three examinations that are funded by the Kentucky Department of Education.
Of the approximately $500,000
in scholarships the 1986 senior
class has received, Wells said
that Miss Cella and Harrington
are probably the two leaders
individually.
"We're quite proud of them,"
Wells said.

Louisiana governor found
not guilty on racketeering
charges; spends quiet day
`Meet me at the Rendezvous'
Trapper Omar Shipley checks the connections on his camper's
propane tanks at this weekend's rendezvous of the West Kentucky Furtakers Association at Camp Energy in Land Between
the Lakes. Shipley, a correspondent for The Furtaker magazine,
Is from Chaffee, Mo.
Stet photo to) David Tuck
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NEW ORLEANS(API — Gov.
Edwin Edwards, newly cleared
of federal racketeering charges
in a second trial, spent a quiet
day with his mother on Mother's
Day before getting back to state
business today, an aide said.
Sid Moreland, contacted in

Calvert City
woman found
shot to death
The body of a Calvert City
woman was discovered Sunday
at her home Sunday after apparently being shot more than
once, according to Marshall
County Chief Deputy Andy
Sedlock.
Audie Dismore. It, Rt. 1.
Calvert City, was found by her
son, Freddy Dismore, at approximately 10 a.m. Sunday according to Sedlock. The woman lived with a grandson who was not
home at the time, Sedlock said.
An autopsy is being performed
today and the sheriff's office
hopes to have more information
from the results, said Sedlock.
Investigating the incident are
the Marshall County /the
- riffs
Office, the Kentucky State
Police and the Calvert City
Police Department.

Baton Rouge by telephone. said
Edwards canceled a scheduled
appearance in a parade at Gretna, near New Orleans, and a
stop in Lake Charles to help
celebrate "Bob Hope Day," and
took his mother to the governor's mansion for the day.
Moreland said the mood
among staffers at the Governor's mansion was upbeat Saturday after the governor was
found not guilty.
"Everybody's pleased. but not
relieved. `I think relieved
denotes that he got away with
something. It's more righteous
indignation. Everybody is really
happy that the nightmare is
over," he said.
Edwards, his brother Marion
and three business associates
were found innocent of
racketeering charges stemming
from a $10 million hospital investment venture. It was their
second trial on the charges. The
first ended on Dec. 18 in a
mistrial although jurors were
overwhelmingly in favor of
acquittal.
In Febriiary 1985. U.S. Attorney John Volz accused Edwards and his co-defendants of
using their -political muscle in a
bribery and fraud scheme to obtain state certification for
hospital and nursing home projects in which they hey
•
interests.

Home Remedy, a folk music group, will appear at the Mountain
Folk Music Festival at Silver Dollar City in Branson. Mo,.'Jon"
14-22. Members of the group are Dr. Charles Smith and (from
left) Molly Ross, Jeanie Jarrett and Anne Lough.They alit %int;
mostly Ozark Mountain music from the late 1800s and earls

MSU folk music grout)
scheduled to appear
at Silver Dollar City
Home Remedy,a four-member
student-faculty-staff folk music
group from Murray State University, will take its brand of entertainment to Silver Dollar City in
Branson. Mo., in June.
Chosen from auditions early
this year, Home Remedy will appear at the Mountain Folks Music
Festival June 14-22 The group
will sing mostly Ozark Mountain
music from the late 1800s and
early 1900s in performances at
the turn-of-the-century amusement park
Members of the gimp.'which
ha.s been performing in the
Jackson Purchase area for the
past year. are:
— Dr. Charles Smith, professor
of biology and adviser to premedical sttidents

— Anne Lough.
F41.1
senior and mottle? la
daughters who aspires to T.'.4 1'
music in the public schoolo- Jeanie Jarrett. ‘t h,
familiarized hersett
music through het ho.h.did
d
Lynn's work as a disk
WKMS-FM Radio.
Molly Ross. secretary 1. tilt
dean of the College of S( )(lice
mother of two and a Stl-1(14',
working toward a degreo; in
music
Smith plays the harmonica.
and each of the female musicians
plays stringed instrunients and
sings. Mrs. Lough plays guitar.
lap dulcimer, hammer dilleitlier
and fiddle, Mrs .larrett
autoharp and recorder and Mrs.
Ross the autoharp and dulcimer

•
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NEW YORK (AP) Phil Donahue, who deftly handles a variety of
sensitive issues on his
syndicated television
talk show, brawled in an
airport terminal with a
man who shouted abuse
at him and his wife,
authorities said.
The fist fight in
LaGuardia Aicport's
central terminal broke
out Sunday after the
man, a supporter of
political extremist Lyndon LaRouche, shouted
that Donahue and his
wife, actress Marto
Thomas, "ought to be
murdered," said Port
Authority Police Officer
Mitchell Kaufman.
Donahue responded,
the two began shouting
and the fight began,
Kaufman said.
The incident occurred
as Donahue and Ms.
Thomas were at the airport :to catch a flight to
Boston where Ms.
Thomas received an
award Sunday night for
her work against
nuclear arms.
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WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!
Please join us
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
at home or
with our staff
at Bethesda
Ministries
115 S. 4th St.
753-1622
A Bad Time For

PREGNANCY?
Call

LIFE HOUSE
753-0700
1506 Chestnut
PAMS Cake Hut- when
you need a cake for any
reason call Pam's Cake
Hut. Their cakes are
always fluffy & moist
and iced with a butter
cream icing made from
scratch. Their decorat,
ing is superb. Best of all
their prices are great.
So give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
you did. 759-4492 or
437-4455 evenings.

Correction

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply.
If your present policy
is over 5 years old it
may not cover some
newer
the
of
treatments such as
chemotherapy. For
free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

WASHINGTON (API
- The Associated Press
erroneously reported
Friday that the Senate'
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
had issued a report confirming that Teamsters
President Jackie
Presser was an FBI
informant.
The report said that
several FBI agents told
the Justice Department
that they had authorized
Presser to make
payments from
Teamsters Local 507 in
Cleveland to several
people who performed
no work in exchange for
the money. But the subcommittee drew no conclusions on whether
Presser was acting as
an FBI informant.

"five local claim •errice"

2.Notice

2

BARRETT Service
Center has Monroe
heavy duty shocks for
$8.88. 200 N. 4th St.
753-6001.

WALLACE'S U-Pick. 9
acres of strawberries,
50 cents a quart. Open
Tues., Thurs. k Sat.
Ta.m. Sun. 1-5p.m. 7530195, N. 16th A Poor
Farm Rd.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Calloway County Board of Education until 1:30 p.m. CDST Thursday, May 22,
1986 for the furnishing of labor,
materials, services and equipment required to complete 1986 PaintingCalloway County High School, Calloway
County, Kentucky. At the appointed time
and place all proposals will be publicly
opened and read.
Specification and bid form may be obtained from the Architects. Gingles and
Harms, 2111 Twentieth Avenue South,
Nashville, Tennessee or from the
Calloway County Board of Education.
No bid may be withdrawn, after the
date set for opening bids, for a period of
thirty days.
The Owner reserves the right to reject
any and all bids and to waive any in informalities therein.
CALLO WAY COUNTY BOARD OF
EDUCATION
By: Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent

WE OFFER:
'%•sk
mp
tisti
010
peilA
‘
. 1%N%
MVO
,impipt11

Pick Your Own
Strawberries
Located: 1½ mi.
west of Lynn Grove
on Hwy. 94.
50' Qt Early Glow
and Red Chief
Open Sat. 12:30
Open daily next week
Glen Sims 435-4505

Notice

1. Excellent Salary
2. Full Benefits
3. Advancement Based On
Performance
4. Comprehensive Training
Program

WE DESIRE

•
•
1. Aggressive, Hard Working
Individuals
2. Career Oriented People
3. Retail or Management
Experience

n il
•
,

Applications Available
2-5 p.m.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

!!
• 47,-4.

Captain
D's

2

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced-

NOT WEATHER IS
HERE AGAIN
sod buying k• Is expensive. Own your own ice
inekisr. All silos Sr.
svoliskis. from 23
pounds to 2400 pounds
por day. Wo aro
siuthorixosi miss end sou
vies for kotssiton Comwords! Ns Systems, but
wis oho stock ports and
winks sii brands of las
"mile! equipoises. Ws
are autflorixed sides and
service for Cocs-Cols
U.S.A. and we will build
to your spocIficstions
any typo of drink
systolic Ws flows 25
yews of oxporionco.

At Rates As Low As

$21 a

Murray

WNKJ.HopkInsvillis
5. Lost and Found
LOST in Clarks River
bottom near Murray,
male Fox Hound, white
& black spotted with tan
head, answers to the
name of Jonah. Reward
offered. Call collect
436-5526.

1215 Diuguid Or.
753-0325

Pre Season Sale
Season passes for the Murray
Calloway County Swimming
Pool may be purchased now
through pool opening (Memorial
Day weekend). Family passes
$65, single passes $35.
Passes may be purchased at
the Park Office, 10th & Payne St.
Phone 753-7640.
ARTICLES FOR SALE
Two rolladex with covers, both for

$15.00; two metal desk top ledger Nes,
both for $10.00; two Polariod ID-3 land
cameras 2-D system with two laminate
machines, $20.00 each; Texas Instrument PC-1 10-C programmable 59 soild
state soft (calculates and figures loan
payments, rates, etc.); and a Porta-Verter
Model No. 40 Digitronic, make an offer.'
Call 753-6301 between 8:00-4:30.

afit

•eat,

Srnabcarte InC

.6
-

5

;8," 1986 Unoversa Pre. Synd.cele

Seafood
..ie-rifir •

YOU CAN'!' 60 ON A
LONG
LIKE TNI5
WITHOUT WATER

(.F

305 N 4th
753-7273

Christian
Radio
89.3 FM
Cable Ch. 32

Ai DJ

CY'L(

,•

0E5 EVERYONE i-liNVE
CANTEEN FILLED

month!

Bennett &
Associates

N. Lee Rowland
Refrigeration
Sales & Service

WI•
)
,
- rr,„

i-115

5. Lost and Found
LOST a fishing box with
fishing license made out
to Dorothy Lawrence,
and new lawn chair. Lost
on 94 East thursday night.
If found please call 7530572.

2 .Notice

Notice
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6. Help Wanted
Attu.AEs- now hirthg,
Reservationist, Flight
Attendents, k Ground
Crew Positions. Call
(refundable) 1-518-459=5 ext. A-827 For Info.
24hrs.
BARYSITTER needed
for infant, end of July.
in my home. Mon.-Fri..
8-5. References required. Call after 6p.m.
759-1020.
DO you need a job &
hope for the future? You
may qualify if you
DON'T have a GED or
High School diploma &
are between 16 & 22
years ,old. Call us
between 8 - 1 : 30
Mon -Fri. JTPA 7539378. We need mechanics, maintenance &
secretarial trainees.
1;ASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $714.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No sales. Details-- send
stamped envelope:
Elan- 332, 3418 Enterprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl.
33482.
LMALL wanted to
assist with milking
responsibilities on 100
cow dairy operation. No
experience necessary.
Approximately 8 hours
per day. Starting 2nd
week in June. Contact
Steve Smith at 901-7823379.
GOVERNMENT jobs.
$16,040- $59,230/yr.
Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-8155 for
current federal list.
NEED someone to stay
with elderly lady from
4:30p.m. to 6a.m. Must
know how to lift. Call
753-0251.
'HIED care for 5 yr. old.
Ideal situation for college
age girl year round job.
Must have own transportation. 10 miles from
Murray. Good pay. Must
be dependable. Send resume to P.O. Box 1040-J,
Murra_y, Ky.
PART time housekeeping. Must be available for
weekends. Must have
home phone. Apply in
person at th Eagle Inn, S
12th Street.
SNACK vending route,
local sales and local
services, new vending
machines. For more
Info, call 502-442-9021.
WANTED 30 overweight
people serious about losing 10 - 29 pounds in 30
days. 100 percent
teed. Call 762-4003.
kul
At
ED someone to
tend garden in city. Call
753-1733.
9. Situation Wanted
I will do house cleaning.
Experienced. Dependable. References.
Call 753-6043.
WILL do house cleaning.
Experienced. Call 7534744 anytime day or
night.
WILL stay with elderly
day or night or on
vacation time. Will
consider live-in. Also,
clean houses. Call for
references & rates anytime. Phone No. 7534590.

,
WE. WILL WORK
TOGETNE_R ! SHARE
TIAE LCAD WE CAN
DO IT, SO LET'S
GET 50SY!

Group photo disasters

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

BEETLE, GO PUT
THIS TARGET.
THE GENERAL
IS ANX I OUS

UP
.dp •
•

a

TO 20 SOME Ana
RIFLE
PRACTICE4411.

4
41
0
SW. 4
iti 't

1 A proposal to
drink
6 Melody
11 List
12 In advance
14 Negative
prefix
15 Verve
17 Sound a horn
18 Exist
20 Climbing
plant
23 Sister
24 Mah-jongg
piece
26 Rows
28 Father
29 Worship
31 Ambassadors
33 Wan
35 Confers
knighthood
upon
36 In attendance
39 Raise the
spirit of
42 French article

' 2
11

43 Arabian
chieftains
45 Emerald isle
46 Mature
48 Mental
images
50 Health resort
51 Flaps
53 Tip
55 Liquid meas.
56 Mistakes
59 Answerable
61 Recipient of
gill
62 Meager

0

TES
NOTE
RE
SALE
NO
RIMS
TAG

UB

L IA
AGE
TE
OS

DOWN
1 Hot
2 Bone
3 Devoured
4 Trade for
money
5 Quality
6 Columbium
symbol
7 That man
8 Rear of ship

3
"

Answer to Previous Puzzle
SER
HALO
PUPS
INN
ARIL
IIINTE
DEN
WARM
G
RAPT
LEIS
RA
IRE
SENT
1
ON
SORT
TAPE
BEHAVE
ERETE
TACIT
EONS
F

ABET
MEDE

9 Midday
10 Company of
traveling
actors
11 Lasso
13 Small heating
devices
16 Metal
fastener

6"
12

PACO
ANET

19 Run away to
be married
21 Want
22 Debate
25 Expunge
27 Costly fur
30 Fragrant
oleoresin
32 Former
Russian
rulers
34 Wife of
Geraint
36 Donation dish
in church
37 Esteem
38 Allowance for
waste
40 Drink liquor
often
41 Related on
mother's side
44 Goes by
water
47 River in Spain
49 Cutting
52 Offspring
54 Chinese
Mode
57 Prefix for
noon
58 Compass
point
80 Symbol for.'
bromine

Milli
14
II
id
NI
p
Mil ila
mil
li• d •
II
WI NI
id
III
iii id
MI
hil II Ili
id
11
II iuu
il II 11
il iii
ill
WI
II rd iii•
II
Mil WINUdUU
ii
ii

10. Business Opportunity
BUSINESS for sale- Sun
Lovers Salon. For informationcall 750-9671. .
CONSULTING REP
was.penal to help children
▪ adults with a handicapped
candition. Inures. Appianmenet set by to Hard we&
travel required Melts $40.000
to 1170.000 osnenisiden.
Cell: 11100-11211-4576 of
1100-826-41125

14. Want to Buy
13 -HOLE rims, e er
or 10" by 16.5. Call after
5p.m. 492-8595.
7•MTAL window awning, minimumavidth 12'.
Call 753-1299.
WANT to buy Sld fishing
lures, stone jugs, old
cast iron muffin or corn
bread pans. Call 7534330.
WANT to buy diving
equipment. Call
437-4806.
15. Articles for Sale
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0596.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
131{A8b I3ED (Kingsize)
complete with firm
orthopedic mattress
set. Never used, still in
carton. Cost over 81200.
must sell, 8385 cash.
Call 1-554-0462.
LIVING room set,
queen size Broyhill
sleeper, 2 bedroom sets,
twon bed, dinette set.
Call 759-9596.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
24. Miscellaneous
engine,
250 CHL
barrel. $200 firm. Post
Oak Dr., 8th trailer on
left.
CEDAR chest from
899.95. Purdom's Inc.,
202 S. 5th St., 753-4872.
COBRA CB radios, 10
plus, $49.99. Discount
Audio 474-8049 after
6p.m.
Corning soon TORO af
Stokes Tractor.
'DON'T work like a
horse this summer put a
Wheel Horse to work for
you! See at Stokes
Tractor 7531319.
GARDEN carts &
trailers special price
during May. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
INTERNATIONAL Cub
Cadet lawn tractor, 42"
cut, $650. Call 753 8124.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247-7831.
NEW John Deere lawn
& garden tractors- 650 &
750, bargain priced at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Road 753-1319.
ODD jobs- builds decks,
patios; tree trimming.
Phone 436•2904.
OFFICE FURNITURE
NEW shipment of
shelving- 1 load computer desks, storage
cabinets, desks, chairs,
files, etc. 442-4302, Cryts
Used Office Furniture,
1016 Jefferson St.,
Paducah, Ky.
PROTECT your investment put a rubber
bed mat in your new
picku-up truck. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
PUSH -MOWERS•
SELF-PROPELLED HI
WHEEL cheap or
expensive , whatever
your needs! See us
before you buy. Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.
SADDLE UP A HORSE
WHEEL HORSE of
course at Stokes Trac,
tor, Industrial Road
753 1319.
SALE on patio furniture. Purdom'a Inc., 202
S. 5th St., 753-4872.
SEERS Coldspof frost
free refrigerator, per,
fect condition, $200.
Phone 435 4461 after
3:30p.m.
SNAPPER 30' mower,
good condition, $175.
Call 753 6059.
SPLIT firewood, $25 a
rick or 5 ricks for $100.
Call 492-8936.
TOBACCO plants for
sale. Phone 502-522-6904
at night. Call 502 5223353 daytime.
TWIN bed with mattress & box springs.
Also, nurses uniforms
size 12 & 14. Want to buy
patio table & chairs,
cheap. Phne 753-2849.
UPRIGHT frostless
freezer, harvest gold,
perfect condition, $300.
Call 753-3638 after
5:30p.m.
Wt have good clean 5g
gal. drums. $6 each. AG
Brokers, Industrial Rd.
753 4513.
WHIRLPOOL
microwalie oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753•
0595.

c.
5.
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Miscellaneous

32. Apts for Rent

43.Real Estate

47

WE repair all makes of
lawn mowers! Bet
service in town! Stokes
Tractor 753-1319.

1 BR furnished apt., air
conditioning, No pets.
Call 753-3139 after 6p.m.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1971 VICEROY, 12x60,
air conditioner, refrigerator, wooden
porch, desks and office
equipment optional.
$4000 with everything,
759-1401 'afternoons.
1979 INDIES, 14x70, I
BR, 2 bath, large kitchen, centrally located.
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher plus washer
& dryer, electric central
heat, $9000. Phone 7533638 after 5:30p.m.
'76 ATLANTIC 14x65, 3
BR, bath & 1/2. A side
by side refrigerator,
stove & heat pump
included. 437-4912.
8x35 TRAILER witb
10x10 room addition
new electric, new
plumbing, $1100. Call
901.247.5534 evenings.
EXTRA nice. 12x60
mobile home, 2 BR. Call
753.2791.
NICE 12x65 with 10x12
faVor addition. 2 Bedroom. 2 bath, central
heat & air. Call 753-3041.
SEVERAL 10' & 12'
mobile homes. Ideal for
lake or rental, furnished
or unfurnished. AC.
Negotiable. 753.5209.
TRAILER for sale,
12x65. $2900 or negotiable. Call 753-4328.

2 BR townhouse close to
campus. Call 753-0919.
EXTRA large 2 br
Townhouse Apartment.
Stove, refrigerator and
diswasher furnished. 8275
month. No pets. Call 7537707.
FURNISHED apts.
Renting nbw- available
after May 19. Adults
only. No pets. Zimmerman Apts., S. 16th
753-6609.
FURNISHED 1 BR apt.
See at 100 S. 13th St.
IgUR-Cal apts. Northwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt. in quiet
neighborhood, applian•
ces furnished, $245 per
month. 759-4406.
NOW renting 2 BR apts.
at Embassy and 1 BR
apts. at other locations.
Days 753-0268, nights
753-3530.
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762.6650.
ONE bedroom basement
Apartment everything
furnished. Call 753-8294.
'TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

53 ACRES southwest of
towrk or will sell in lots
or sections. Call 753-1349
after 6p.m
APPROX. 4 AC wooded
acres. Beautiful buildingspots.
Aprroximately 9 miles
North of Murray. Road
frontage on two sides.
$6,500. Call Theresa at
Roberts Realty for
viewing today! 753-1651.
Evenings 753-7728.

1975 KAWASAKI
KZ400S. twin cylinder,
headers. sissy bar.
crash bar, low miles.
$300. Call 753-3648 after
6p.m.
1079 YAMAHA 756
Special. Sell or trade. Call
after 5 p.m. 498-8595.
1982 YAMAHA- 400
Maxim, excellent condition, $900. Call 4362240 or 436-5814.
RONDA 650, custom.
exc. condition, very low
mileage, new back tire
& 2 helmets included.
Call 492-8603.

44. Lots for Sale
LOT on Anderson
Shores. Call 382.2545.
ONLY 3/4 mi. from
lake. You can buy 5
wooded acres for only
$5995. With reasonable
down payment & $141
per month. Property
located on black top
road near Hamlin &
Pinebluff. Call 753-7531.
45. Farms for Sale
45 ACRE farm, 3 bedroom, 2 bath brick
house with basement.
30x84 shop/barn combination. Located on
paved road, Hwy. 1346
approximately 4 miles
east off of 641 north.
Call 437-4131 after 6p.m.

Motorcycles

48. Auto Services

Import Auto
Salvage
New and used parts
Open 8-5 Monday
thru Saturday
474-2325
49.Used Cars
1965 MUSTANG, good
condition. Call after
4p.m. 753-4804.
1973 BONNEVILLE
Pontiac. One owner.
Call 753-5233.
1977 BUICK Riviera,
V-8, ps. pb, air, power
windows, high mileage,
$1850. Call 753-0484.
1978 FORD Fairmont.
$1500 or best offer. Call
753-6054 after 2p.m.
1979 MONTE Carlo. ps,
pb, tilt, air, stereo 1979
Chevette. 4 door hatch
back. Call 759-9649.
1080 MALIBU Classic.
4-dr , clean, good condition. excellent 2nd
car. Call after 5p.m.
759-1463.
1982 CHEVE1TE, 4-dr..
ps. pb. ac, automatic
trans., purchased and
owned locally, good
condition. 753-1993.
1983 FORD Fairmont Futura ; Air, PS, PB,
AM-FM stereo. Extra
clean. Call 753-1695
after 7 p.m.
1984 CHRYSLER Laser
XE, turbo. Moving must
sell, excellent condition,
low miles, all the toys.
Call 7534504.
'79 T-BIRD, T-roof,
am-fm cassette, good
condition. $2300. Call
753-7621.
'85 ARIES SE 4-door
sedan, auto., ps, pb, air,
cruise. Call 753-8124.

Niiirray Ledger & Times
52. Boats-Motors

53

1978 15' RUNABOUT
walk through windshield, 1975 Mercury
O.B.65 H.P., new seats,
good condition. $2000
Call 436-2158.

MOODY'S Mower
Repair
pickup and
delivery. All work
guaranteed Call 753
5668
MOWING, hauling,
pruning, planting, roto
tilling. Brush piles,
hedge rows, rubbish
cleaned up, etc Good
prices References. Call
Jerry at 759 9661 7 eve
per week.

1977 CAPTAIN'S Craft,
50 ft , V8 gen.. dual air,
ex cond. $24.500. Call
618-524-5025 days, 5242533 evenings.
1981 HARRIS Mote boat,
28-foot. Excellent condition. 70 H.P. Evinrude
with tilt and trim
Am/FM stereo. Depth
finder. three tables
Phone 753-8496.
1986 18' BASS Nautique,
150 XFt2 Mercury, moter
good, Trol LCR 4000,
Trailer, Tourn. ready.
never in water, 1-334.3267.
33' NAUTALINE
houseboat 1967. T200's,
gen., VHF, $15,000.
753-4065 evenings.
84 GLASSTRON 15 ft.
ski boat, open bow, 125
Evinrude, some accessories, $5350. Call
753-8512 753-6149.

Services Offered

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. Roforonoss.
Call Will Ed Molloy
753-0689
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home & In
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.

53. Services Offered

53

NEED help with spring
cleaning
Will clean out
basements, garages,
carports, attics, will haul
trash and brush. Will do
repair work. Have good
references. Call 753 0379
day or night
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it You
buy, I install. You
break, I fix Call 436
2868.
PAINTING
Exterior
and interior Over 20
yrs. experience. Free
estimates. Phone 437
4221 or 437 4534.
PAINTING= Paper
hanging, commerical or
residential, Free estimates, References. 25
years experience,
Tremon Farris 759 1987
ROOFING, Plumbing,
Concrete work, Ad
ditions, Painting,
General Carpentry.
P. A. Molony Co
753 8628 . Free
Estimates.

Services Offered

Services Otte,ed

53

WANTING concrete
work or roofing by the
iob or hour 20 years
experience Phone 436
5 566, 753 2887 A E
Balentine.
WET BASEMENT? We
Make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
WE buy, sell & repair
air conditioners Diu
Electric 759-1577
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap ana
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson.
753 4545 or 753-6763

STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn.
Larry Wood 753 0211 or
1 443 8682

-:15•••,4,
,..:;.p.

UPHOLSTERY
re
asonable _rates for
automotive, furniture,
marine upholstery
Mid South Upholstery,
410 S 4th St 753 6316

.„

•
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r

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service
Let Rex give you a
price on your septic tank & backhoe
work.

ROOFING
Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.

753-9224

Call 759-1600

30 yrs. experience

53

Services Offered
2 MEN want to do yard
work. Tree trimming.
removal of unwanted
trees & shrubbery, mow
46. Homes for Sale
yards, light hauling &
wood for sale. Free es15 ACRES northeast
timates. 753-0680 or 759.
corner of Wiswell Rd. &
1683.
Johnny Robertson Rd.,
ALL type masonry
1 mi. out of city. 6 room
work, block, brick,
brick veneer. 1 1/2
concrete, driveways.
baths, 2 car carport.
sidewalks, patios, house
fireplace with insert,
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
foundations, new
plenty of storage. Or
chimneys or chimney
will trade for nice 3 BR
10x55, tilt out living 34. Houses for Rent
repair. 25 years exhome near shopping
room, $100 month. 5 1/2
perience. Free esmiles east of Dexter on 2 BR, near college, $200 center. By appointment
timates. Call Charles
month plus deposit. Call only 753-1302.
Hwy. 1346. Call 753-9360.
Barnett 753-5476.
2-3 BR home, TVA
14x70, 2 BR, 2 bath, 753-0076.
APPLIANCE
large living & kitchen 3 BR brick house in city. insulated. Call 753-1609.
SERVICE. Kenmore.
2 BR home, large
area. stove, refrigera- Call 753.6291 after 4p.m.
Westinghouse,
tor. dishwasher. washer 3 BR house on kitchen with refrigeraWhirlpool. 23 years
& dryer. $275 month Sycamore. Lease or tor & range, storage
experience. Parts and
plus deposit. Available lease with option to buy. building, low utilities,
service. Bobby Hopper,
first week in June. No Call 753-4109 or 762-6650 new roof, near the
Bob's Appliance Serpets. Call 753-3638 after or 436-2844
University. Call
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
5:30p.m.
753-1820.
Business 753-4872, 4362 BR modern frame
2 OR 3 BR. furnished, 37. Livestock -Supplies
5848 i home,
AC/natural gas. Shady 6 YEAR old pony-mule. house, beautifully reAPPLIANCE REPAIR .
Oaks 753-5209.
riding & pulling tack, decorated interior.
Factory authorized for
FOR rent- nice 2 BR $100. Phone. 436-5587 Ready to move into.
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Locatcci on Olive St.
trailer, near Murray. No after 3p.m.
Brown. Service on gas
pets: Call 489-2611.
PERFORMANCr $19,000. Call 753-2237.
and electric ranges,
TRAILER for rent. See TESTED Simmental $38,000- COUNTRY livmicrowaves, disKenny at Dill Electric.
and Maine -Anjou ing on 1 1/2 acres, 3
hwashers. recrossbred service age bedroom brick home. 1
frigerators. etc. Earl
29. Heating and Cooling
bulls. Only the very top 1/2 baths, city water,
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753natural gas, disperforma
nce
bulls
of8000 BTU Frigidaire air
5341
hwasher, stove, shade
fered
for
sale.
bulls
All
conditioner, excellent
CARPETS Dirty? Rent
trees, barn and outcondition. Phone 753- health tested and
Host 'Dry' Carpet
buildings. 753-6911
guarante
ed.
Broadben
t
7358.
Cleaner at Blacks DeFarms, Cadiz, KY. evenings, early
corating Center. 701 S.
42211 I Day
30 Business Rentals
235-5182 mornings.
4th St. or phone 753-0839.
3 BEDROOM brick,
iNight) 235-5170.
1971 Mercury
DAVE'S Window CleanRED Brahman bull for quiet neighborhood,
ing Residential, comCREEK VIEW
Marquis
sale 'or rent. Will haul close to groceries &
mercial, one & two story.
banks. ideal for retired.
engine,
power
full
429
car
tires
for
a
modest
SELF
References. 10% Senior
rate, and accept free 700 Medow Lane, $45,000
with air cond., $350
Citizen discount. 436-2845
STORAGE
rock or dirt if you haul it firm. 753-5901.
Call 759-1090
or 753-9873.
to my farm. Also want 3 BR brick, 2 baths, utilHwy. 641N,
FENCE sales at Sears
after 4 p.m.
to buy reasonably ity, den, living room,
24 Hr. private entrance
now. Call Sears 753-2310
priced backhoe. 474-8834 large deck, extra large
753-6734
for free estimate for
corner lot, fenced in yard,
ask for Tim.
your needs.
carport in City Limits. 50. Used Trucks
COMMERCIAL build- 38 Pets-Supplies
GENERAL HOME
$53.000.
1974
753-9302.
CHEVR
OELT
ing, suitable for any
REPAIR. 15 years exkind of business Can be A.K.C. Shelties Toy 3 BR brick ranch. Cheyenne pickup, perience
. Carpentry.
seen at 621 S. 4th or call Collies), sable & white attached garage, 28' automatic. ps. pb, air, concrete,
plumbing.
completely new rebuilt
living room, dining
(502)354-8211.
759-1144.
& transmission. roofing, siding. NO JOB
BOSTON Terier bull room, 2 baths. 18820 engine
Excellent condition. See TO SMALL. Free es31. Want to Rent
dogs for sale. Call enclosed patio, all carat University Gulf- 5 timates. Days 753-6973.
peted. Central heat &
WANT to rent- August 1. 436-2305.
nights 474-2276.
Points or call 753-8124.
air, outside storage
2 BR or 1 BR house or RED Bone Coon Hound shed.
1979 FORD Window Van GENERAL contractor.
Coldwater area.
puppies for sale. Hisduplex with storage
$49,900. Call 489-2325 F150. stereo. brkes, air. 20 years experience
Call 762-3825 or 753-0259, tory furnished. Call after
tape player, seats. Roofing & painting.
5p.m.
901-644-9948.
leave message
Looks good & runs good. indoor & outdoor. No job
owner, 3 BR brick
REGISTERED Pointer
to small 474-8057
Call 753-9400.
32 AptS for Rent
bird dog puppies. For on Sunset Blvd, 2 full
GUTTERING by Sears
baths, LR, FR with
1980 CHEVY LWB
more
info.
call
492-8607,
1109 1/2 VINE. Attractive
fireplace & gas logs. Scottsdale, ps. pb and Sears continuous gut3 room, partly furnished leave a message please.
Central heat/air, in the
air. 305 engine. 2 tone. ters installed for your
apt. Available May 9.
50's. Call 753-4961 or
See at Shoemaker Fur- specifications. Call
Private drive. $140 rent 43 Real Estate
Sears 753-2310 for free
753-7128 after 5p.m.
niture. 435-4229.
$100 deposit. Call 753-9829 REPOSSESSED homes CANTER
1981 FORD Courier, estimate.
BURY Estatesafter 5p.m.
from Gov't from $1.00 1506 London Drive, 3 auto., excellent
condi- HAMILTON Cultured
2 BR duplex with car- plus repairs/taxes. large bedrooms, 2 baths, tion, 52,000 miles. Call Marble, tops- sinks.
panels, custom made
port on Stadium View Throughout
KY/ - one with powder room: 753-8124.
vanities Free Est. 753Dr. Central heat and Nationwide! Also tax large country kitchen tXTRA nice 1 ton
van.
air, all appliances, properties. 216-453-3000, with numerous cabinets, V-8, ps, pb, automatic 9400.
carpeted, deposit re- Including Sunday. Ext. pantry, built-in desk: and air. $1475. Call HAULING. AG Lime,
qu i red. No pets. H947.
will haul and spread
formal dining room; 753-5901.
Married couples WE have buyers! Calf large living room; double
GOOD 1975 Chevrolet Call 492-8425.
preferred. Available us to sell. Century 21 foyer; large family room
Luv pickup. Also, all INSULATION blown in
May 1. 753-1799 after Loretta Jobs Realtors with fireplace; officemetal. 2 wheel trailer. by Sears. TVA ap
5p.m.
753-1492.
study; utility room; 7 Call 489-2595.
proved. Save on those
large closets; patio; cirhigh heating and cool
cular drive; gas heat, 51 . Campers
ing bills. Call Sears
electric air conditioning.
1976 MIDIS motor home. 753 2310 for free
Priced at only $89,000.
self-contained, all power. estimate.
753-7533 for appointment.
double air, generator. JOINER'S complete
COUNTRY retreat in awning.
360 Dodge Chas- tree service, 32 yrs.
lovely wooded setting sis,
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
26000 miles. Reason experience. Also,
near
Ky.
Lake.
Attrac& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
for selling illness. $8300. stumps mechanically
tively remodeled cedar Or
will
OVER
home with lovely asonable consider re- removed 10" below
offer. Call 753- surface. Call 753 0366.
20 YEARS
fireplace in living room. 6133.
EXPERIENCE
• Large master bedroom CAMPER & upright LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
and bath. Home has
STOP BY AND SEE •
freezer. Reasonably your carpet & upholst
unique' and distinctive
priced. Excellent con- ery cleaning. For a free
OUR NEW SHOW ROOM •
design and is tastefully
•
dition. On display at estimate call 753 5827
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
decorated. Offered by
•
• Kopperud Realty in the Uncle Willies Trading Satisfied references.
.MURRAY, KY 42071
Post. 4 miles south on LICENSE
753-5940. 40's. 753-1222.
D Electrician
Hwy. 641. Call 753-7863
• Watch for the date of our Open House
for residential and
FOR
sale
owner,
by
4
•
between
7a.m.-5p
m
••••• OOOOO •••••••••••
commercial. Heating
BR brick, 2 baths, den.
and air condition, gas
central heat & air.
installation and repair.
insulation. 1 acre with 2
1973 Camper
Phone 753-7203.
storage buildings. Must
Self-Contained
see to appreciate $49,
MOBILE HOME
900. 759-9596.
Specialist Repair and
Call
preventative mainten
GOVERNMENT homes
753-1265
from $I i1.7 repair) Also
Roofs, floors,
ance
delinquent tax proplumbing, wiring,
after
6
p.m.
perty_ Call 805-687-6000
hurricane straps 759
Ext
GH- 8155 for
4850.
Information.
52 Boats -Motors
SUPER insulated new
Yearry's Tree
14 FT. fiberglass bass
home. 9 3/ 8 fixed
boat. 40 H.P Mercury
interest for 1st time
& Yard Service
home buyers 1600 sq ft. trailer, depth finder,
Fr.* Estimates
trolling
motor. 753.9778
2 or 3 bedrooms. 2
Phone 436-2562
bathti. Redwood Passive after 5p.m.
SAILBOAT- San Juan
solar green house plus
492-5542
21', triler, 3 sails, $5850
central heat & air.
Experie
nced
Call 15021247-6634
753-0563 Tripp Williams
Builder & Broker
WATER front A frame
on lovely secluded lot,
13 miles from Murray
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
The Newest and Best Car Lot
Private boat dock. Most
Chock Our
furniture remains
In The Purchase
City & Suburban
Owner leaving town.
immediate occupancy
/.ti'.
Homeowner's
w.
Consignment
S39,900
Kopperud
Move'Em
Lot
Realty 753 1222
Call
WE have several new
Need to 511 That Car, We'll Move If
listings of quality 3 or 4
Heed to Buy That Car. Come Buy
Dr. Tom Hopkins
BR. homes, both in city
and county Call 753
(502)753-6202
1222 KopPerud Realty
Downtown Murrey. 4th & Poplar
for courteous
er cell 7111-1211
competent service

ny

*DERRY'S

Hopkins Insurance Agency
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Double D

FROM SOUTHWEST FACULTY and STAFF

..,---Di
al-A-Service._.
..
:•.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

fbe

IIP

*41

Police
911

911
All Season
'
s Lawn & Leisure
205 North 4th St.-753-4110

John Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

-

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio
Hwy. 94 East
0„

Center

1 mi. from city limits
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
12-10 p.m.
s
.
0

753-0079

cf

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.

GOLDEN MEMORIES
Videotaping & 35mm filming. WM filrn on
desired location for all occasions.
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
or Insurance Claims...
759-1737

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING
15 years •xperience
Residential & Commercial

Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689 (502)
489-2580 (502) 345-2602
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.

Brenda's Beauty Salon

"Super Cuts Guys & Gals"
Irene and Corner daalor
•Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m
for solos and 'aryls* In Murray
MOM
Thurs. & Fri. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
and Calloway County.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
EwsnIngs by spot.
802 Chostnut. 753_8181
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Cantor
733-4582

Poison Control
753-7588
PH 502-759-4034 DAYS 502-753.1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERvICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
RI 2 BOX 45A

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.
753-8201
211 Main

Lee's Carpet Cleaning
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Estimates

Welcomed

Dunnaway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Res. 753-6965

MICHELIN'
Win RI 1111016 MING
NUR 1110.

isi

sNIA.
753
-1489 ,,,,,,„,,
...-s....e

1103 Pogo.,

Ai
.ii

0

CARROLL
Tire & Wheel Alignment
•In(e Rod salsas,' Alienrnont
•mputori
Co
zod Wheel Sel•ncing

.0 - .%..7,;.;
.L,.L.

Murray. Ky.

.3

NEW VCR??
If the answer Is Yes. You Will Receive

FREE

VIDEO CLUB MEMBERSHIP

IYSIVIT-XLVP
753-80414

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!
Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

•

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential'
753-9562

Call 753-5827

r•_%.,,.

T & M Cleaning
Prompt IL Professional-Residential a Commercial
Free Estimates
Licensed, insured a bonded.
492-8254

Starting A New Business?

CENTER

Bus. 753-8730

Center Dr. otf 641 N.
lashind old Boston Tea Party)
M-F 8-5
Sell auto luggage racks

MURRAY, KY 42071

RENTAL SALES

15 Years Experience

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Your Ad Could
Appear Here
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131

753-6952

Ray Elkins Carpet Laying
20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559
Flowers For All 0(casions

$

1'4 •
‘
• ti`...'yy,

i V
a
.Y
411
Lenwo
r r
Bel Air Shoppeny
Murray 1.1' 42071

kiAro%,-

t
15021 753-0932

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Mondlq-FridaN 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.

••••
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Commonwealth Comment
QUESTION . What is
the difference between
determinate atid indeterminate sentencing?
ANSWER: These are
terms you hear kicked
about quite a bit and only people directly involved in the criminal justice
know what they mean.
Basically, determinate
sentencing is that the
defendant serves the exact sentence which the

kleet

jury gives What you
receive Is what you get
— be it two, five or fifty
years. No parole. N9 early release. The sentence
is fixed or "determined"
from the outset.
Indeterminate sentencing is that which Kentucky now has and is
where, in reality, the
jury
is
simply
establishing the maximum time the defen-

OBITUARIES
Michael Steve Birdsong
Michael Steve Bird- Mr. and Mrs. William
song. 27. of Rt. 2, Ben- Birdsong, two brothers.
ton, died Saturday at Tim Birdsong and Chris
11:08 p.m. in a two-car Birdsong, and maternal
accident. (See wreck grandmother, Mrs.
story on page 2
Irene Knight, all of Rt.
Born Aug. 7, 1958. in 1. Almo.
Calloway County, he
Graveside services
was the son of William
Birdsong and Margie will be Tuesday at 3
p.m. at Dixon Cemetery
Knight Birdsong.
He was a member of in Land Between the
the 1976 graduating Lakes. The Rev. Roy
class of Calloway Coun- Gibson will officiate.
ty High School.
Miller -Churchill
Survivors are his Funeral Home is in
wife. Mrs. Melody charge of the funeral
Skaggs Birdsong, and and burial arone daughter. Lauren rangements. Friends
Renee Birdsong. Rt. 2, may call at the funeral
Benton, his parents, home.

David L. Hudson
Final rites for David
L. Hudson were Sunday
at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home.
The Rev. Randolph
Allen and the Rev. Elijah Balentine officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were
Chris Mathis, Donnie
Hudson. Ronnie Hudson, Rayburn Harper.
Paul Henry and Don
Houston_
Burial was in
Cumberland Cemetery
in Land Between the
Lakes
Military
Y•:

graveside rites were
conducted by a unit
from Fort Campbell.
Mr. Hudson, 60, Rt. 3.
Murray, died Friday at
2:38 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Lorine Dunn
Hudson; one son, Roger
Hudson and wife,
Carolyn: two grandchildren, Lisa Hudson
and Layton Hudson: one
sister. Mrs. Earl
Cochran: six brothers,
Bryant. Ross. Nelson,
Dick, Jim and Wallace
Hudson.

Lohman :McClure

dant can serve Our law
allows the parole board
to release that defendant
earlier under certain
guidelines.
Also the corrections
people are allowed by
statute to give "good
time" so that for each
month an inmate serves
in prison with good
behavior he or she
receives so many days
off of their sentence. Currently it is five days for
each thirty served. Consequently, we end up
with some more esoteric
terms in our system such
as "maximum serve
out" and "minimum
serve out."
For instance, a defendant
receiving
a
sentence from the jury
and judge of one year,
has a maximum serve
out for that length of
time. That is the most
the law can require him
to serve, unless he
receives another conviction. However, if that
same defendant keeps a
clean
record
and
receives all the good
time he has coming —
five days a month — his
time is then cut to 10
months — or "minimum
serve out." That means
that at the end of that 10
months he has served out
and is released with no
strings attached — no
parole supervision.
On the other hand,
under
the
present
guidelines a prisoner is
eligible to be paroled
under a one year
sentence after serving
four months. If that person is paroled, he is placed under the supervision
of a parole officer and
must
comply
with
whatever conditions the
board places upon him —
steady employment,stay
out of a certain county,

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Engineers and Amtrak have agreed to hold
talks Tuesday on proposed changes in working conditions after
union officials called off
a threatened midnight
strike that would have
disrupted service for
24,000 intercity
travelers and possibly
thousands of
commuters.

Stock Market
+ 1.61
1789.56
75/
1
4 •3
/
4
24% -1/2
38 +/
38/
3
4 .%
32% -1
/
4
453/4 -kg
19 -%
60 +1%
78% -1
/
4
71% -'/3
78% + 1/4
68/
1
4 -5/8
• 381/4 -%
31 .%

I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
Jerrico
K mart
Kroger
Overnight Trans.
JCPenney
Pen wait
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
1,".S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MEMORIAL WREATHS

no booze, or such.
Studying this for a moment. one can understand why some inmates
actually turn down
pargle even when they
can receive it. If a
prisoner serving a one
year sentence has been
turned down by the
board on the first consideration and given a
three month "flop" (to
be seen and considered
again in three months
he may well say.
"Forget it. I only have a
few more months to do
until my minimum
serveout and then I walk
out of this joint without
any strings attached to
include the checking in
with a parole officer."
Remember, an convicted felon can always
be sent back to prison for
violating any condition of
parole.
When people in positions of leadership come
out in favor of determinate sentencing, they
are effectively saying
"abolish parole." The
idea has a lot of merit.
the detail of which is to
lengthly to discuss here.
However, there are also
some
impressive
drawbacks as well, one
of which is the overcrowding problem with
our prisons. "Determinate sentencing" and
Federal court orders
mandating as depopulate
some of our prison are
clashing purposes.
So the debate goes on
— determinate sentencing versus indeterminate
sentencing. Whether we
change from one to the
other remains to be seen.
What is sure to happen
however is to improve
the method of which we
release convicted felons
back on the street. The
public demands it.

Strike called off

Services for Lohman Graves County Chapter
McClure were today at No. 106 of Disabled
11 a.m. in the chapel of American Veterans and
Byrn Funeral Home. a Kentucky Colonel.
Mayfield. The Rev.
Born Sept. 6. 1921, in
Larry McClure Weakley County. Tenn..
officiated.
he was the son of the
Pallbearers were Van late William McClure
Fisher, Richard and Stella McClure.
Franklin, Bill
Morefield, Wayne Gray,
He is survived by two
Jimmy Parm and daughters. Mrs. Wendy
Amtrak officials.
Charles Watts.
Hunter, Mayfield, and Brotherhood of
Burial was in Pinson Mrs. Pam Perry, Mc- Locomotive Engineers
Cemetery.
Cracken County: three international Vice
Mr. McClure, 64, of sons, Michael McClure, President Joe Carberry,
Rt. 5, Murray, died Fri- Calloway County, Keith and William G.
day at 10:30 p.m. at McClure, Graves Coun- Hausleiter, general
Community Hospital. ty. and Mark McClure, chairman of the BLE
Mayfield.
Gulfport, Miss.: one Amtrak local in TrenA retired farmer, he sister. Mrs. Gladys ton, N.J.. will meet in
was a World War II Camp, Paducah: three Washington on Tuesday.
veteran, a member of grandchildren.
said Amtrak

Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear

DR.GOTT,

By Michael D. Ward

1511/3 +1%
61% +%
23/
3
4 unc
493
/s +%
49% -1/s
32% +%
74% .7/8
55 +'/
70% +%
45% unc
33/
1
4 +%
76/
1
4 -1
35% .1/4
41 +%
1924 unc
6.60

spokeswoman Sue
Martin.
Arthur B. Shenefelt,
consultant to the BLE's
Amtrak committee,
said union leaders talked informally with Amtrak officials on Sunday
and were "making
progress."
"It looks good," said
Shenefelt.
The 2,000 members of
the BLE Amtrak local
had threatened to strike
at 12:01 a.m. EDT today
on trains in the Northeast corridor route
and two spurs running
from Springfield. Mass..
to New Haven, Conn.,
and from Harrisburg,
Pa., to Philadelphia.

Peter
Gott, M.D.

Watch out when
watching TV
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Can watching
a color TV for two or three hours a
day at a distance of three feet affect
the eyes?
DEAR READER — I think three
feet is a little close. I've found that
eyestrain can be a problem when the
viewing distance is less than six feet.
Of course, the size of the screen
makes an enormous difference; you'll
have to sit closer to smaller screens.
A good rule to follow is: If your eyes
bother you after watching TV,you are
either too close to the screen or
watching too much TV.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I'm planning
on having some facial plastic surgery
that would take about an hour and a
half. My surgeon is leaving the choice
of a local or general anesthetic up to
me. How do you feel about this?

DEAR READER - The choice of
general or local anesthetic is a very
personal one and depends on the type
of proposed surgery, the length of the
procedure and your tolerance to pain.
I believe that this issue is best left to
your discretion, with the advice and
counsel of your surgeon.
DEAR DR. Gorr — I broke my leg
skiing and have to use crutches. I've
now got adhesive capaulitis. chronic
bursitis and a frozen shoulder. There
is further diagnosis of chronic neck
strain, cervical brachial plexus thoracic pain syndrome, reflex dystrophy and TMJ syndrome. What does
this all mean in simple terms? The
pain is pretty bad: What can I do?
DEAR READER — I'm not clear
about the relation of the accident to
your multiple complaints, unless you
used crutches in an improper manner
and developed shoulder problems as a
result. The diagnoses you mention
pertain to a variety of neuromuscular
malfunctions and pain syndromes.
Frankly, I'm unable to put them all
together. I think you would be best
served by evaluation in the orthopedic
or rheumatology clinic of a teaching
hospital.
DEAR DR. Gorr — I am a 90year-old ovo-lacto-vegetarian (I eat
eggs and dairy products, but no meat
or fish). Recently, after a prostate operation, I had a problem with constipation. Laxatives didn't help much.
I've found that when I apply a warm
compress to my rectum, I get a strong

WASHINGTON API
— The Pentagon is
pushing ahead with
development of a new
air-to-air missile before
testing of the weapon is
complete, a General Accounting Office report
says.
Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger
recently asked for congressional approval to
proceed with the
weapon, even though a
new round of congressionally ordered flight
tests had just barely
begun, the GAO said.
The draft report from
the congressional watchdog agency was obtained by The
Associated Press over
the weekend. It has not
been released publicly.
The GAO report
reviewed the Pentagon's AMRAAM —
Advanced Medium
Range Air -to -Air
Missile — a weapon that
has run into a series of
problems in recent
years.
Last fall, Congress
ordered that the
AMRAAM be canceled
unless Weinberger
notified Capitol Hill by
March 1 that its problems had been corrected and that 17,000 of
the weapons could be
purchased for no more
than $5.2 billion.
The weapon, whose
primary contractor is
Hughes Aircraft Co.,

WASHINGTON (API only Phoenix, Ariz., in— Radiation from the dicated above-normal
Chernobyl nuclear acci- readings of radiation in
dent will continue to fall the air, the agency said,
on the United States but adding, "These are conwill pose no health sidered very low levels
threat. U.S. officials that pose no danger to
say.
health or the
"It is expected that environment."
sensitive instruments
The samples showed
may detect very low iodine-131 in concentralevels (of radiation) in tions of 0.091 picocuries
rainwater, air and per meter. Iodine-131
possibly milk samples has a half-life of little
for some weeks to more than eight days —
come," the En- the time it takes for half
vironmental Protection the radioactivity to
Agency said Sunday in a disappear.
statement.
EPA initiated a naFrom May 7 to May 8. tionwide monitoring

igate;
s

1986. NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Pentagon pushing missile
has been under development since 1981. and
purchases were to have
started last year. The
program is chiefly for
the Air Force, although
the Navy wants to buy
as many as 7,000 of the
missiles. The Air Force
plans to buy 17,000.
The Pentagon. arguing that the problems
are now solved,has asked for $795.9 million to
start buying the
missiles in fiscal 1987,
which begins Oct. 1.
The GAO said it is too
early to "fully assess
the results of the flight
test program" because
by the end of March, only four of the 90 scheduled deveopment flight
tests had been
conducted.
In his certification to
Congress, Weinberger
assured Capitol Hill that
the AMRAAM would
meet its required perf or m a n c e
specifications.
But the GAO said that
by March 1. "not enough
testing had been completed to provide sufficient assurance of
meeting desired performance criteria."
The GAO report is the
second critical analysis
this year by the agency
of the weapon. In
February, the GAO
released a separate
report suggested that
even more design
changes might be

Radiation poses no threat here

BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753- 3366

desire to move my bowels. Is there
any medical reason why this should
occur and is there any harm in the
practice? My doctor thinks I'm nuts,
but it works for me.
DEAR READER — The application of heat to the anal area can both
relax the sphincter and promote peristalsis in some people. I am not aware
of any reason the practice would be
harmful. Isn't it amazing that, even in
the face of obvious success, your doctor thinks you're "nuts"? What does it
take to convince him?
DEAR DR. Gorr — Is chewing
gum bad for you? Is there any food or
habit I should avoid to keep my mouth
healthy?
DEAR READER — Chewing gum
is not harmful. However,the kind that
contains sugar may promote tooth decay. Spicy gum may cause swelling
and irritation of the tongue and oral
lining. Some forms of sugarless gum
are quite hard to chew,and may cause
premature wearing-down of the teeth.
The use of tobacco (smoke or smokeless) is associated with tumors of the
mouth and throat. See your dentist
regularly and follow his or her instructions for a healthy mouth.
DIVER TICULAR DISEASE is a
common problem, and Dr. Gott's new
Health Report tells how it can be
treated and managed. For your copy,
send $1 and your name and address to
P.O. Box 2597, Cincinnati, OH 45201.
Be sure to mention the title.

network after the April
26 accident at the
nuclear plant outside
Kiev in the Soviet
Union.

NOTICE
We Hind White
Coldwater Grovel
and Dirt.
LK STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24- Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
Of

needed.
And in a Dec. 17, 1985.
memo, John Krings.
head of the Pentagon's
office of operational test
and evaluation, told
Weinberger that more

tests should be completed before Congress
was reassured the program was on track.
The memo was made
public in March by
critics of the weapon.

Now Is The Time To Lease
A New Chevrolet
Our Rates Have Never Been Lower

1986 Cavalier 4 Dr.
Auto. Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes, Air
Conditioning, AM/FM radio. WSW tires

Only

$1 7700

Per Month'

1986 Chevrolet S-10 Pickup
Auto. Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes. AM/FM
radio, Air Conditioning, 20 Gal. Fuel Tank. Gauges.
Rally Wheels

8'1
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET,INC.
Only $1

00

Par Month'

S. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 1502-763-2617
'With Approved Credit Based on 48 months closed end
iease, plus sales tax and security deposit
MIN I= MI WM IM WO MI IN IM= IIMI IMIUMMI

MOM MINIM III

This Coupon
Good For One
Free Dinner

I
II

U
•
I
•
.and lots of new friends!
1
I Here's some food for thought Are you in• terested in helping people and making our comI munity better place to live'? Would you like
• to meetasome
special men and women who
I
• share your feelings?
you should consider Civitan. To find
i Out,Maybe
bring this coupon to our next meeting. EnI
a complimentary meal and some good com• joy
I pany. Learn more about our service projects,
i such as Special Olympics. And see why Civitan
I International is growing so rapidly.
•
For Reservations Call
I
I
753-4720
I
•
May 15th, 7 p.m.
Murray
mi
I qh
at
I
Homoplace
I
CLUB
Family Restaurant
I
•
•
I
•
••

Acceptance of Our Invi181,0,,
puts you under no oVigation to apply
to. membership ftsAimmum age 1 81
Civitan international is the first worldwide senece organizabon
with both men and women members with over 1 800 clubs in
North Ameoca Europe and the Far East and is the only
serwe club named as Prem,er Sponsor
the 1997 Inter
nat.onal Summer Special Olymcecs Games

435 4319 Boh Kemp Jr

BIG SELECTION OF TOYOTAS
JUST ALLOCATED
Check With Us Now While Selection Is Best

HEARING
AIDS _}
FREE ELECTRONIC
HEARING TEST
in your home or our office
SERVICE Otd ALL MARES
• Ra"..
•••"
,
0.14 a ar.
roc, t.
nne •r-v
•
• F • ,,,s,
...15•4r,• Co.“.01
Serike
• .•••
ar, 01.••••••13 a.r?

"Area's Largest Selection"
*Silk Headstone Saddles $11,99 to $25.00
*Silk Bushes $1.99 up • Crosses $2.99
*Wreaths $3.99 up • Floral Vases $2.99
See at

ARROW ASSOCIATED STORES
300 Main Si. formally Montgomery Ward
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sat. 9-12
7634299

%-",r •- •

Standard Bed Truck
Shown with optional equipment

Tercel 3-Door Liftback

247-8654

Renesse•
HEARING AID BERME

Truck Prices Starting At

$6,298

Cars Starting At $5,798
Pius Freight

310 S. 8th St.
MayfitA#1. Ky.
Hrs: 9-4:30
Jorry D. Whottler.
Authorizod Bulkon.
Dealer

WHO
COULD ASK
FOR ANYTHING
MORE!

TOYOTA

HATCHER TOYOTA, LINCOLN-MERCURY
515 South 12th St.
Murray. KY 42071

753-4961
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COME SEE
COME SAVE AT

•

INI
RT.641SOUTH MURRAY, KY

GRANDOPENING SALE CONTINUES

PRE
•
.1K

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR 11
A 1 LB. BOX LEONARDO
SPAGHETTI

LEONARDO
1 LB. BOX

FREE

SPAGHETTI
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
JUST CLIP THIS COUPON
STOP IN AND PICK UP
YOUR FREE 118. BOX
OF LEONARDO SPAGHETTI

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
THIS OFFER IS GOOD
THROUGH SUNDAY NIGHT.
5-18-86

coupon

J6

•
•

ANI

BIG JOHN HAS THE FINEST FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN WEST KENTUCKY- HOW?
WE TRUCK OUR OWN FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ON OUR OWN TRUCKS FROM THE
GROWING FIELDS IN CALIFORNIA - YES WE HAVE

-

INI

DIET PEPSI, MOUNTAIN DEW,OR ALL PEPSI PRODUCTS

PEPSI
COLA

1.0L4159
PLUSOTTLES
DEPOSIT

t•

Iko

•
•.
..••••.•••••••.;•••,•••••;••
.
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GRADE A
MEDIUM

EGGS

290

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

BsiiTt‘

11-11
ENAT
I
:
BAROP

GENTLEI

TISSUE

SAUCE
180Z.
BOTTLE
WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

WITH ONE FILLED"FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

PILLSBURY

PILLSBURY BEST

CAKE MIX

\ FLOUR

18% OZ.
BOX

49°

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

ViTill ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

PARADE FROZEN

UPTONS 24 CT. $2"VALUE
FAMILY

TEA BAGS 41

ORANGE JUICE

BOX
MTN ONE FILLED"FOOD FIR LESS"CERTIMATE

111111 ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

ONE
HALF
GALLON
CTN.

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATE

•

4

•

LreSP

I

TICKET
ANY FLAVOR OR COLA

VAN CAMP

SODA

PORK &
BEANS

•

16 OL CAN

2

SIZE
BOTTLE

KELLYS 12 OZ. CAN

C

SO GOOD CORN OR

LIPTON BONUS PACK(SAVE 401 e

LUNCHEON MEAT$119 NACHO CHIPS 71/2 .79c INSTANT TEA
COUNTRY TIME
8 QT. SIZE(SAVE 30')

FOLGERS SPECIAL ROAST

COFFEE

BALL PINT SIZE

DOG
FOOD

CAKE
MIX
18.5 OL BOX

NABISCO HONEY MAID(SAVE 201

SUGAR FREE 2 QT. SIZE

79°
SOFTEX 140CT.PKG.

PILLSBURY READY-TO-SERVE

MUSSELMANS(SAVE 60')

CAN $159

APPLE JUICE %Filo

atm
GRAPE
JELLY
2LB.JAR

89'

160z.$169 NAPKINS

79' FROSTING '160Z.

89'

PARADE

$299

WHEAT BREAD LoAF99
'GRAHAMS

EA

SUNSHINE

20L8
BAG '3" VALUE

KOOL-AID

41°
AZ
e"

11.5 OZ. CAN$299 LEMONADE MIX $239 ICE TEA MUGS

COUNTRY HEARTH 100%

cn

SOFTEX

PAPER
TOWELS
ING
QUART

sonu
VALUE

2 JUMBO ROLLS

98
0

•T

HOLLY FARM
MIXED CUTS
OF
FRYING
CHICKENS

Ii

MEA
MAR/
VALI
FRYERS.
DELTA PRIDE FRESH FROZEN

u.$269

CATFISH
BUTTER BALL BONE IN TURKEY
BREAST

BLUE BELL
ORIGINAL
PETITE HALF
BONELESS

SAUSAGE OR PEPPERONI FRESH

PIZZA
2FOR$479
120LBUE
TYSON FRIED
CHICKEN 210299 WIENERS$
WHOLE
SMOKED JOWL

HAM

BLUE BELL EASY STRIP
SUCED
120L

$249 BACON

SLAB SUC

BACON
OR URGER
PACKAGES

immiNNEsimmairimmismip

GROUND
Bi
BEEF

HI

3LBS.OR MORE PKGS.

EAT
RKET
WES

EXTRA LEAN 3LBS.OR MORE

GROUND
CHUCK
FRESH DAILY 3LBS.OR MORE
GROUND BEEF

PATTY
MIX

78c LBLL RICE, MACARONI SALAD

-

BLUE NELL

POTATOE SALAD
36 OL CTN.

POUSH
AU
SSAGE

OR

COLE SLAW

$229

ILUE BELL 12OL CELLO ROPE OR UNK ITAUAN

120L $149

1

SAUSAGE Le.$1"

LUNCH
SWIFTS SIZZLEAN
MEAT $129 BACON

„

c
L2.49w

12 OZ.$169

UAGE BRAND (IN THE PIECE)

SMOKED
PICNICS
SUCED 10e EXTRA
--""w""111•111==k

::;-;

4

•411041;f

vat

_
-

•
•

FRESH IN
STORE

FRESH HOT FROM THE OVEN
C
GARLIC BREAD
LB.LOAF99
FRESH BAKED
$
189
EACH
POUND CAKE
FRESH BAKED SWEET DOUGH
$189
COFFE
CAKE
EACH
SORRY
BIG JOHNS STORES
THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
HAVE INNOTSTOREALLBAKERIES
$2"
OFF
SHEET OR
ON ANY ONE-FOURTH
DEUCIOUS CAKE
LARGER
BIGSHEETJOHNCAKEDECORATED
BLUEBERRY DONUTS 4 FOR99c
OFFER EXPIRES 5-18-86.
1

NO-N A 'ELBELVLUES
0 NAME 28 OZ.
NROANIASMIENs

NO NAME

BAR-B-Q SAUCE 89c
15 OZ.99c NO NAME GOLDEN
NO
NAME
6.5
OZ.
N
N
OANnt
Arn
m
s
Ho Caw
MAC & POTATO FLAKES 49°
SWEET
CHEESE NO NAME
n NO NAME ALL FABRIC
CORN
TEA
BAGS
100
BLEACH
CT.
9u
61 OZ.
DINNER
OZ.
16 OZ.
NO NAME 20 CT.
i
NO NAME CRISPY
RICE CEREAL 13 OZ. 1 FABRIC SHEETS 69c
NO NAME LARGE
NO NAME WORCHESTERSHIRE
TRASH BAGS 40 CT.
MEAT SAUCE 10OL89c
LEWIS
DIAMOND GLOW
OUR
BAKE
sloop
PRICE
CHARCOAL
HONEY
IS RIGHT
BAR-B-Q
10 LB.BAG
c

$I 39
A

71/2

$

19

3

29

C

C

$23

BULLS EYE
(ORIGINAL OR NOT)

BUNS

149

ON
PEPSI COLA
CHECK
ONE
OF THIS
AD.

PAGE

SAUCE
11OL

39

ant

•

I
•

as

1

DAIRY
FOOD
VALUE
S
*BIG VARIETY
*LOWER PRICES
COUNTRY SIDE

PARADE COLBY OR CHEDDAR HALF MOON

SPREAD OLEO

2LB.PKG.$129

UTE FLUFF CAN

CINNAMON ROLLS

9.50Z.

$119

KRAFTS 12 OZ.
SUCED SINGLES
AMERICAN

PARADE
SPREAD

CHEESE

OLEO
.
PLASTIC
BOWL

16
SUCES

QUALITY

LONG HORN CHEESE 100Z.PKG.$169
PRAIRIE FARMS(GREAT WITH BIG JOHN POTATO CHIPS)
49C
CHIP DIP
8 OZ. CARTON

890

FISHER
SANDWICH MATE

CHEESE
FOOD
$199
2 LB.

1

BOX

ZEN FOODS FOR LESS

,
ICE
CREAM

GALLON
CARTON

$2°9
9C

TONY'S PEPPERONI OR SAUSAGE

MICROWAVE PIZZAS

FOR $2
99

I
F ZPCICLES(ANY FLAVOR)

MRS. PAULS

ONION RINGS

PARADE FROZEN

29
9
.0Z. BOX $I

6 PK FOR9

i

LEMONADE

29°

60Z. CANS

'

:
e*
'._
•""r-7C7 4-1

V'

-,-1145-4*Og,

Iowa

-

••••

U.S. NO. 1
FRESH SOUTHERN GROWN
GREEN

CABBAGE
FLORIDA GOLDEN (IN THE HUSK)

SWEET CORN
U"

°
9LB

FANCY FRESH GREEN

SELECT 80 COUNT SIZE IDAHO

3 99°

BAKING POTATOES

LBS.

CUCUMBERS
LITTLE HUG(ANY FLAVOR)

RED RIPE - HALVES

LB.29c FRUIT DRINKS

WATERMELONS
YELLOW U.S. NO. 1 GRADE NEW CROP

ONIONS

13

3

LB. BAG

99°

FANCY- LARGE SIZE

MUSHROOMS

3,01199°
680Z.

BOTTLES

YOU PICK
FROM BULK

99c

$I 49
LB.

REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" CARD PUNCHED
AT BIG JOHNS EVERY WEEK ANYTIME YOU COULD BE THE NEXT BIG
MONEY WINNER.
THE "BIG MONEY" IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN

100FREECASH
THE "BIG MONEY" INCREASES ANOTHER '100" EVERY WEEK IT IS
NOT WON.
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QUANTTTY RICNTS MOM
rgoolf SOLD TO KALEIS

AD GOOD MAY 12TH THRU 18TH, 19M

A

.00

•

-› coupon

PURE

....",...%"*".%

4

101

SUGAR

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
ONE 5 LB. BAG

SUGAR

5 LB. BAG

1
:
\44
•

98'
NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRED
THIS OFFER GOOD
THRU 5-18-86

-coupon

-.4 •

YOUR
CHOICE
BIG CONVENIENCE
PAMPER
LUVS
99
SIZE PACK

BIG JOHN'S EVERY DAY LOW PRICE

WHY PAY'1"TO •2•• MORE ELSEWHERE

BIG JOHNS MEAT MARKET THE PLACE TO GO FOR QUALITY,
VARIETY AND BEST PRICES

U.S.
NELESS
BEEF
ROAST L.

